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BHSU dining services serves up 
winning dishes in national contest

BHSU student spends summer interning at 
NASA

BHSU professor honored for 
contribution to local parks and 
recreation

Black Hills State University approved to offer 
reduced tuition rate for military at the UC-RC

Black Hills State University has been 
approved to offer a pilot program with 
reduced tuition rates for all current and active 
military men and women enrolled in courses 
at the University Center-Rapid City (UC-RC).

The reduced tuition program, proposed 
by BHSU was approved by the South Dakota 
Board of Regents today. The reduced tuition 
rate will begin in January 2015.

The reduced rate is $246.35 per credit 
hour. The federal government currently 
provides federal tuition assistance up to a 
maximum of $250 per credit hour to military 
students, so this reduced rate will cover the 
full cost of a military student’s education. 

“To the active men and women serving 
in the military, we heard you. We heard you 
loud and clear. BHSU is doing all we can 
to be the absolute best at serving you as a 
comprehensive university,” BHSU President 
Tom Jackson, Jr., said. “This action is one 
more example of our commitment to you.”

Jackson, who is a veteran himself, noted 
that BHSU has a long history of serving 
military personnel from Ellsworth Air Force 
Base as well as those from across the state and 
nation. 

The University had a physical presence 
on the base for nearly 50 years. When 
the education building at Ellsworth was 
repurposed to a financial services center, 
BHSU took the lead in developing and 
ensuring courses were offered just down the 
interstate at the University Center-Rapid City. 
BHSU’s longstanding tradition of serving 
military students continues at the UC-RC 
location. BHSU offers more than 170 courses 
at the UC-RC.

Black Hills State University was named 
to the 2015 list of Military Friendly Schools by 
Victory Media, a veteran-owned company and 
publisher of GI Jobs magazine.

This is the fifth consecutive year BHSU 
has been named to the list. The Military 
Friendly Schools is awarded to the top 15 
percent of higher educational institutions that 
do the most to embrace military students and 
to dedicate resources to ensure their academic 
success.

This past year BHSU saw a 22 percent 
increase in veteran or veteran dependent 
students. Over a five-year time period there 
has been a 76 percent increase in veteran 
students.

“I’m proud of the opportunities that Black 
Hills State University provides for veterans,” 
said BHSU President Dr. Tom Jackson, Jr., 
who is a veteran. “I know the importance of 
offering educational opportunities for veterans 
who do so much for our country.”

Enrollment increases at BHSU
Enrollment at Black Hills State 

University is up slightly this fall with 
a total of 4,489 students.

Over the last decade, BHSU 
has had consistent growth with a 15 
percent increase since 2005. BHSU’s 
one percent increase this year is 
consistent with the South Dakota 
Board of Regents overall enrollment 
which showed an increase of .46 
percent.

BHSU currently has students 
from all 66 counties in South Dakota, 

45 states and 22 countries.
The number of veteran students increased dramatically with a 22 percent increase in 

veteran or veteran dependent students last year. Over a five-year time period the increase is 
an impressive 76 percent.

BHSU named Military Friendly School for fi fth consecutive year
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BHSU honors Student Veteran Center at grand re-opening

Black Hills State University student shares 
autism experience in national exhibition 

Ethan Engel has a story to tell.
His selection as an emerging young artist 

gives him the opportunity to tell his story 
nationwide.  

Engel, an art and graphic design 
communications major from Winner, was one 
of 15 young artists whose work was selected 
for the VSA Emerging Young Artists Program. 
The VSA Emerging Young Artists Program is a 
national exhibition that provides young artists 
ages 16 to 25 the opportunity to display their 
work. Engel’s submission, “Overcast,” earned 
an Award of Excellence in the program.

“Overcast” is part of a series that shows 
Engel’s struggle with Asperger’s, a form 
of high functioning autism that creates 
difficulties in social interaction, motor 
development and communication.

Engel’s artwork is currently on display 
at the Smithsonian Institution’s Dillon Ripley 
Center in Washington, D.C. The exhibit will 
be on display at the Smithsonian Institution 
until Jan. 5, 2015. It then will travel around the 
United States for one year. Engel received a 
$2,000 cash prize and an all-expenses paid trip 
to Washington, D.C.

“This is the most significant, important 
representation any student has had in the 
history of our program on such a national 

The Black Hills State University 
Student Veterans Center celebrated its 
grand re-opening recently with a public 
ceremony in the Student Union.

The on-campus student veteran 
facility was recently remodeled with 
a $75,000 Veteran Services Higher 
Education Grant from the South Dakota 
Governor’s Office.

The Veterans Center provides space 
for student vets to socialize with other 
student vets, study in between classes, or 
hold meetings.

The Student Veterans Center 
opened in 2012. The revamped space 
includes new conference tables, shelving 

and storage units and a kitchen area. 
The center also is equipped for laptop 
hookup and advanced communication 
capabilities.

Julieanne Morse, mass 
communication major from Spearfish 
and a member of the National Guard, 
said the Student Veteran Center, along 
with the services provided to student 
vets like herself have been beneficial.

“It’s definitely good to have a 
place to come to and be able to meet 
with people you can relate to and that 
understand where you’re been and the 
level of loyalty you have to the country,” 
Morse said.

BHSU professor gives equivalent of 19 years’ salary for scholarship initative 

level on such a global topic,” said Dave 
Wilson, professor of art at BHSU. “This is 
huge. You’re showing at the most prestigious 
museum in the country.”

The 2014 theme is The Journey. Artists 

created pieces that represented the journey 
with their disability.

“I took it as how you live with your 
disability in your everyday life,” Engel 
said. “I decided to do something that talks 
about my past by expressing a journal that 
shows my internal conflicts and struggles of 
understanding how my autism functions.”

Engel imprinted words from his journal 
on a canvas to create “Overcast.” While 
working on his project with Wilson over the 
summer, the two decided to try holding the 
journal image backwards. The words were 
harder to read in reverse, which Engel said 
correlated to how it was hard for him to 
function with autism at times.

Engel used a wood burning tool kit to 
burn the lettering into the canvas. He chose a 
natural cotton fabric that resembled the color 
of his skin. The burnt lettering and texture 
was made to look like old scars.   

“I want people to try and understand 
what autism is all about,” Engel said. 
“How I deal with situations, my emotions. 
When you’re hearing me talk I do have that 
processing issue,” Engel said. “That’s why I 
wanted to play with the viewer a bit and get 
them interacted and try to connect with how 
the story goes.”

Ethan Engel’s artwork, “Overcast.”

BHSU President Dr. Tom Jackson, Jr., speaks during 
the grand re-opening of the Student Veteran Center.

Dr. James Hess, 
professor of psychology 
and chair of the School 
of Behavioral Sciences 
at Black Hills State 
University, recently 
pledged a $1 million gift 
to BHSU to establish 
the School of Behavioral 

Sciences Make a Difference Initiative. In 
exchange for scholarship funds, students 

will be challenged to lead sustainable 
community projects designed to make a 
difference in the lives of others.

Hess has been a psychology professor 
at BHSU for 32 years and his generous 
donation is equivalent to the salary he made 
in his first 19 years of teaching at BHSU. He 
says he intends to keep teaching as long as 
he feels like he is making a difference in the 
lives of students.

“This million dollar scholarship gift 

from Professor Hess will have a profound 
impact on students while they earn their 
degrees by providing scholarship funds and 
encouraging community leadership skills, 
BHSU President Tom Jackson, Jr., said. 

 By establishing the Make a Difference 
Initiative, Hess hopes to change the culture 
of scholarship funding by encouraging 
recipients to give back right from the start 
and continue that practice long after they 
graduate.
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   A Black Hills State 
University student is 
one of the first recipients 
of the StudentAccess 
Scholarship, a new 
scholarship that 
aids students from 
disadvantaged 

backgrounds.
    BHSU President Dr. Tom Jackson, Jr., 
awarded James Stinson, a theater major 
from Rapid City, the $500 scholarship 
from Heiberg Consulting, Inc., a 
company based out of Fort Collins, Colo. 
Heiberg Consulting, Inc. is the provider 
of StudentAccess software for TRiO 
programs.

Stinson

BHSU assistant professor 
part of a national art 
exhibition in Sioux Falls 

Desy Schoenewies, assistant professor of art 
at BHSU, had artwork accepted into a national 
juried exhibition.

Her painting “Passing Through” was one 
of nearly 60 pieces of artwork selected for The 
Washington Pavilion Juried Exhibition, which is 
currently on display at the Washington Pavilion 
in Sioux Falls. 

The painting received an Honorable 
Mention award.

“I’ve been working on a series of what I call 
South Dakota Landscapes,” Schoenewies said. 
“They remind me of moving here as an outsider 
and include bits and pieces about the culture of 
South Dakota that I’ve been picking up on. I’m 
trying to tell the stories about the people who 
live here and the land itself.”

“Passing Through” is the image of a biker 
that Schoenewies met during the 2013 Sturgis 
Rally.

Black Hills State University student spends summer at NASA

Scholarship started in memory of BHSU alumn and 
longtime University business manager

Oretta Jastorff, the wife of the late Marvin 
(Marv) Jastorff, Class of ’59, donated $10,000 to 
establish the Marvin Jastorff Scholarship Fund 
to provide assistance to future generations of 
Black Hills State University Yellow Jackets. 
Marvin passed away in August 2010 and with 
this scholarship his dedication to BHSU will 
live on. 

Marv grew up in Sturgis and went to 
BHSU where he studied business. He received 
his bachelor’s degree from BHSU and then 
earned his master’s degree in business 
administration from the University of South 
Dakota. Prior to working at BHSU, Marv was a 
special investigator for the federal government. 
One of his personal highlights was when he 
had the opportunity to interview former U.S. 
President Harry S. Truman. Marv was hired 
by BHSU President Dr. Russell Jonas as a 
University accountant and then became the 

business manager. He retired in 1987. 
While at BHSU, Marv was a proud 

advocate of the student activities on campus.  
Michael Jastorff, son of Marv and Oretta who 
is now the director of the University Bookstore 
at BHSU, said he remembers going to almost 
all the sporting and theatre events on campus 
as a child.  

The Jastorff scholarship is awarded to 
a freshman or sophomore music major from 
Spearfish or Sturgis. The scholarship will 
alternate annually and is based on merit or 
need basis.   

“Marvin wanted to help the programs that 
were overshadowed by others,” said Michael. 

During his 26 years at BHSU Marv served 
four presidents and received the inaugural 
Student Services award by the BHSU Student 
Government. He was also recognized as Phi 
Sig Man of the Year. 

A Marvin Jastorff Scholarship was started 
after Oretta Jastorff donated $10,000 to 
Black Hills State University.

Clair Anderson

Desy Schoenewies, assistant art professor 
at BHSU’s painting, “Passing Through.”

When Black Hills State University student Clair Anderson, a psychology major from Rapid City, spent the 
summer working as an intern for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in Greenbelt, Md.

“An internship at NASA is rare, but even rarer for a student without an engineering, biology, or physics 
background,” said Dr. Aris Karagiorgakis, assistant professor of psychology at BHSU. “For her to get it as a 
psychology student really speaks to the quality of student she is, in addition to the quality of her psychology 
education from BHSU.”

Anderson, who plans to pursue a career in industrial psychology, spent 10 weeks working as a space flights 
projects business intern, studying work place efficiency and developing communication strategies within her 
department. Anderson was one of more than 6,000 applicants for NASA internships. Just over 300 interns were 
offered positions.

While at NASA, Anderson dabbled in graphic design, compiled research on workforce trends and 
retirement analysis, and organized an internship welcome event. 

BHSU student receives 
StudentAccess Scholarship
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BHSU dining services up the top three 
winning recipes in national A’viands contest 

Three Black Hills State University dining services employees served up winning recipes in 
the national A’viands A’Flavor contest earlier this month.

Jimmy Kleinsasser and Jim Gerdes, both dining services staff at BHSU, and Blake Hartman, 
business administration-management major from Spearfish who is a dining services student 
employee, were selected to represent BHSU and A’viands in the A’Flavor contest at the A’viands 
Food and Services Management companywide meeting, Tuesday, Oct. 28 in Minneapolis. The 
three will compete in the final round for the A’Flavor trophy and a cash prize.

Each year, A’viands holds a companywide cooking contest, open to all employees. A theme 
is selected and contestants compete to create an original recipe within the selected theme. This 
year’s theme was appetizers.

Heidepriem Hall 
residents return to 
BHSU for reunion

In 1969 a group of young women 
attended freshmen orientation at Black Hills 
State University. Forty-five years later, that 
same group of friends reunited and spent 
a weekend revisiting the campus and the 
memories they made during their time at 
BHSU. 

Charla Stubblefield O’Dea, a 1973 BHSU 
graduate, and seven of her friends met for 
a reunion to catch up on each other’s lives 
and see the campus they once called home. 
They toured Heidepriem Hall, where they all 
lived while attending BHSU, and The Donald 
B. Miller Yellow Jacket Student Union and 
caught up on each other’s lives. Some of the 
women had not seen each other since their 
time at BHSU in the early 1970s.

“It seemed as though we had never 
parted ways,” O’Dea said. “Forty-five years is 
just a blink in time. We all had happy stories, 
freshmen stories of walking into the wrong 
classroom, stories of life’s sadness and now 
upcoming retirement dreams.”

Chad Bischoff, business administration-
accounting major from Rapid City, gave 
O’Dea and her friends the tour of Heidepriem 
Hall. They revisited their old residence hall 
rooms and met with current Heidepriem Hall 
residents. 

During the campus tour, O’Dea said she 
marveled at the additions made to the Student 
Union, including The Hive and bookstore 
where they purchased some green and gold 
memorabilia to take home.

Former Black Hills State President’s 
son visits campus, shares stories

Walking through the front doors of 
Woodburn Hall, it’s a familiar path for Maynard 
(Allen) Jonas to the President’s office at Black 
Hills State University.

“Up the stairs and to the left,” he recalls.
Allen Jonas is the son of the third BHSU 

President Dr. Russell E. Jonas, who served as 
president of the Black Hills Teaching College 
from 1942 to 1967. 

President Jonas is remembered as a planner, 
dreamer and humanitarian. A well-liked 
president, he led cheers at athletic events and 
was crucial to major renovations on campus 
during his term. Jonas Hall, where many BHSU 
classes are held, is named after him.

Allen and his wife, Judy, who live in Great 
Falls, Mont., visited campus during Swarm Week 
– their first visit in 15 years. 

While on campus, Allen met with BHSU President Dr. Tom Jackson, Jr., and told stories 
of growing up in the hallways of Woodburn Hall and of the impact his father made on the 
University.

Allen said that his father was instrumental in mentoring Native Americans – and all 
students - during his term as University President.

BHSU President Dr. Tom Jackson, Jr., far 
left, Allen Jonas and Judy Jonas. 

Two BHSU students 
receive Dorothy Morris 
Memorable Scholarship 

Two Black Hills State University 
education majors were awarded the 
Dorothy Morris Memorable Scholarships 
for the 2014-2015 academic year.

Rhonda Elwess, elementary education 
major from Chadron, Neb., received the 
senior $2,000 scholarship and Hunter 
Schmuck, elementary education major 
from Spearfish, was awarded the junior 
$1,000 scholarship.

Schmuck Elwess

BHSU photography student spends 
semester in NYC for Hearst Internship 

Joe Geyer traded the trails of the Black 
Hills for the concrete jungle this semester.  
Geyer, a Black Hills State University 
photography student from Rapid City, moved 
to New York City in September to complete a 
prestigious internship with Hearst Publishing.

The internship provides Geyer the 
opportunity to work in Hearst Magazines’ 
in-house photo studio, Studio D, for clients 
including Cosmopolitan, Country Living, Food 
Network Magazine, O the Oprah Magazine, and 
Popular Mechanics.  

The Hearst internship furthers Geyer’s 
goal of becoming a fashion photographer.  He 
says the internship helps him reach his goal 
by connecting him with photographers that 
currently shoot in the business. 

“In a 
competitive 
career like 
fashion 
photography, 
finding a job 
can depend on 
who you know 
and how well 
you work with 
people,” said 
Geyer.

When 
describing his 
typical work day, Geyer says he sets up lights, 
obtains equipment for the photographers, and 
assists with image counts in the magazines.

Joe Geyer
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SDCEO Women’s Business Conference marks fifth year 
With their signature style of 

improvisational theatre and humor, Carol 
Grannis and Cindy Maher of Leading Edge 
Coaching and Development entertained and 
educated nearly 300 women who attended 
the South Dakota Center for Enterprise 
Opportunity’s fifth annual Women’s Business 
Conference at the Lodge at Deadwood on Oct. 
24. 

This year’s conference theme was on 
teambuilding. Grannis and Maher discussed 

what makes a productive team, how to run 
team meetings effectively and how to hold 
team members accountable and provide 
constructive feedback – all issues that are 
important for women leaders in today’s 
professional industry. 

“The team building really hit home 
when I compared how I rated our meetings 
compared to the staff’s rating. There is 
definitely room for improvement” said Sandy 
Burns of Project Solutions, Inc.

 Leading Edge Coaching and 
Development spoke at the 2013 Women’s 
Business Conference and were asked to return 
for 2014.  “Cindy and I have spoken all over 
the country at various conferences and this 
conference is one of our favorites!  We are 
so inspired by the care and support that all 
the women have for each other.  It’s a perfect 
blend of learning, inspiration and fun. We 
were honored to be a part of this special 
event” said Grannis. 

“Advocate Valence” by Paul Peterson, 
which earned Best in Show.

Five BHSU faculty, staff part of SD Governor’s Art Exhibition
Five Black Hills State University faculty and staff had work selected for the Governor’s 

Sixth Biennial Art Exhibition. 
The Governor’s Exhibition showcases artists who live and work in South Dakota. This 

year’s exhibit is comprised of 53 pieces by 48 artists. The display includes paintings, drawings, 
sculptures and photography and travels statewide from Sept. 30 through January 2016.

The following faculty will have work in the exhibit:
• Michael Baum, adjunct instructor of art, “A Small Boat in a Big Ocean” and “Waves & 

Rocks,” halftone drawings
• Erica Merchant, adjunct instructor, “Cretaceous Teapot,” ceramics
• Paul Peterson, adjunct instructor in music and guitar, “Advocate Valence,” oil
• Jerry Rawlings, assistant professor of photography, “Rodeo Cowboy,” photograph
• Ann Porter, associate professor of art, “Lion Human,” drawing
Peterson’s oil painting, “Advocate Valence,” was named Best in Show.
The exhibition will travel to five South Dakota art galleries, including the Dahl Fine Arts 

Center in Rapid City, until January 2016.

BHSU places flags 
on campus to honor 
student veterans

Students placed fl ags on campus to 
honor student veterans at BHSU.

The Yellow Jacket Vets Club placed 
flags in the David B. Miller Yellow Jacket 
Student Union on Nov. 10 to honor 
student veterans for Veteran’s Day. Each 
flag represented a student veteran on 
campus.

“The club wanted to bring to light the 
number of students that are veterans on 
the campus,” said Fred Nelson, director 
of networking and computer services 
at BHSU and a veteran, himself. “And 
because it is Veteran’s Day, it’s a way to 
honor our student veterans.”

New scholarship established for 
BHSU special education majors

A Spearfish couple is supporting the 
education program at Black Hills State 
University through a new scholarship for 
students who plan to work within the special 
education field after graduation.

Angela Rose, an early childhood special 
education major from Rapid City, was the first 

recipient of the $15,000 Amy and 
Michelle Emmert Scholarship for 
the 2014-2015 academic year.

Arlan and Beverly 
Emmert, Spearfish, created the 
scholarship as a way to honor 
their daughter, Amy, who was 
born with cerebral palsy, a 
childbirth disorder that affects 

muscle tone and movement and motor skills.
“When Amy was alive, the teachers and 

people who worked with her meant a lot to us,” 
Arlan Emmert said. “We want to encourage 
special education majors to continue with their 
career choice. If we can provide a little help we 
sure want to do that.”

Arlan and Beverly Emmert moved to 
Spearfish just over a year ago. It was at a 

BHSU basketball game that he decided to do 
something more for the students who attend the 
University. At one of the first basketball games 
he attended the players introduced a favorite 
professor and the team’s GPA was announced 
prior to tipoff.

“I’d never seen a university do that. It really 
impressed us,” Arlan said. “We like the people 
at the University, the students we’ve met and 
we’re living here now. Offering a scholarship 
seemed like the logical thing to do.”

Beverly Emmert added that once they 
discovered BHSU had a special education 
program, everything fell into place.

The scholarship is also named after Amy’s 
younger sister, Michelle, who wrote a book 
called “I’m the Big Sister Now,” sharing with 
readers what it was like to be Amy’s sister. 
Michelle Emmert, who is now the assistant 
dean for Student Affairs at Western University 
of Health Sciences in Pomona, Calif., wrote the 
book in the fourth grade for a writing contest. 
The book is filled snippets from Michelle and 
Amy’s childhood, including mentions of Amy’s 
special education teacher.

Rose 
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BHSU alumnae earn teacher of the year awards 

Four BHSU art students’ pieces selected for the 2014 
University Invitational exhibition at Washington Pavilion 

Paper cranes, a self-portrait, the 
country of India, and sunlight describe 
four Black Hills State University art 
students’ pieces selected for the annual 
University Invitational exhibition in Sioux 
Falls.  

Yet, the artists’ stories intensify the 
impact of their work beyond a first look.

Anna Burbank, Diane French, 
Shalayne Mowry, and Jenna Kessler 
represent BHSU in the University 
Invitational, a statewide exhibition of art 
from universities and colleges in South 
Dakota.  The exhibition opened at the 
Washington Pavilion’s Visual Arts Center 
on Oct. 25 and runs until January 2015.

Desy Schoenewies, assistant professor 
of art at BSHU, said the four students 
were selected based on merit, scholarship, 
and dedication to their work and the art 
department.

 The four students were selected by 
the art department and were then juried 
into the exhibition by curators at the 
Washington Pavilion’s Visual Arts Center,” 
said Schoenewies.  “They truly are 
representatives for our department.”

LuAnn Schroeder, teacher at Spearfish High School, was awarded the 
South Dakota Career & Technical Education (SD CTE) Business, Marketing 
and Information Technology Teacher of the Year Award during the SD 
CTE conference in Mitchell this year. Schroeder teachers career planning, 
internships, accounting I and II and is the Perkins Grant Director at Spearfish 
High School. Schroeder earned degrees from Black Hills State University in 
1985 and 2002. 

Shelly Mikkelson, second grade teacher at South Park Elementary School 
in Belle Fourche, was awarded the 2014 Belle Fourche Teacher of the Year 
Award. Mikkelson graduated from Black Hills State University in 1996. She 
earned her master’s degree in curriculum instruction and a reading specialist 
endorsement from BHSU in 2006. BHSU’s mascot, Sting, along with Tom 
Wheaton, director of alumni relations at BHSU, visited Mikkelson in her 
classroom recently to present her the award.

BHSU debuts first-ever Beeline drum line 
The first-ever Black Hills State University “Beeline” drumline debuted at an October BHSU 

football game. 
The Beeline includes 10 BHSU students, many of whom have not previously played 

percussion instruments.
Dr. David Berberick, drumline director, began his position with BHSU in August.  As 

assistant professor of music, Berberick was charged with promoting the Music Department and 
providing musical enjoyment during athletic events. 

Shelly Mikkelson

Above, from left, Shalayne Mowry’s pencil drawing, 
“Immersed”; Jenna Kessler’s stained glass piece, 
“Painted Sunlight”; Diane French’s oil painting 
self-portrait; and left, Anna Burbank’s Paper Crane 
Teapot.

LuAnn Schroeder
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BHSU professor leads development of website which records 
American Indian history related to birds and oral tradition

John Glover’s affinity for peregrine falcons began in fifth grade during the years when this raptor was an endangered species due to 
widespread use of pesticides.  More than 40 years later, Glover’s fondness for peregrines inspired a Black Hills State University video project 
capturing personal histories of some of the Great Plains’ most respected American Indians.

Those video interviews, released this week, are now available for public viewing on the Winged Messenger Nations:  Birds in American 
Indian Oral Tradition website http://nativeede.wix.com/wingedmessenger.  

Life-size dog sculptures created by 
Black Hills State University students 
using recycled cardboard have made an 
impression on campus and thanks to a 
collaborative effort the sculptures were 
displayed at the Western Hills Humane 
Society and part of a fundraiser.   

In Ann Porter’s three dimensional art 
class Porter, associate professor of art at 
BHSU, challenged her students create dog 
self-portraits out of cardboard. She asked 
students to create a dog that reflected 
their own characteristics and values. The 
life-size creations are unique and include 
playful puppies, a hunting dog and a 
mother and her pup.

Since completion, the sculptures have had many visitors and the unique artwork 
generated a buzz on and off campus. The Western Hills Humane Society in Spearfish heard 
of the sculptures through word-of-mouth and asked Porter if they could be displayed 
during the humane society’s open house.

BHSU students created life-size dogs out of 
cardboard. 

BHSU presents live edition radio show on unrest in Ukraine
On a map, Spearfish, S.D., and Ukraine 

are more than 5,000 miles apart.  That 
distance seemed smaller when Black Hills 
State University presented a special edition 
radio show, “Multicultural Mosaics:  Live on 
Ukraine” in October.

Dr. Andrey Reznikov, professor of 
English, and Dr. Ahrar Ahmad, professor 

of political science, joined Dr. Mary 
Caton-Rosser, associate professor of mass 
communications, for a live discussion. 

The Mosaics broadcast, a project of the 
BHSU Multicultural Committee, featured 
the perspectives of Reznikov as a linguistics 
scholar and Ahmad as an international 
government expert. 

 Topics addressed included the genesis 
of the current crisis in Ukraine, historical 
facts, Russian rhetoric and propaganda, 
international context, and the role and 
responsibilities of U.S. and European Union.  
The speakers also discussed the potential for 
peaceful resolution

BHSU assistant professor 
donates art to Student 
Vets Center at ceremony 
   Jace DeCory, a long-time assistant professor 
of history and American Indian studies at 
BHSU, donated artwork to the Student Veteran 
Center, in honor of her late husband Sam 
DeCory. Sam was a 1984 BHSU graduate and 
served in the 5th Special Forces Green Beret.
   The artwork was given to Sam in the early 
1970s after his return from Vietnam.

Jace DeCory

BHSU art students’ life-size dog 
sculptures aid local humane society 

KBHU-FM celebrates 40 years of broadcasting at BHSU
The Black Hills State University 

radio station, KBHU-FM The Buzz, 
celebrated 40 years of broadcasting this 
fall. More than 50 past disc jockeys, 
station managers and others involved in 
KBHU over the years attended the 40th 
reunion celebration.

Tom Wheaton, director of alumni 
affairs at BHSU and past KBHU disc 
jockey, said alumni and former faculty 
from all four decades, current students 
and local broadcasters, attended the 
event. He added that the excellent 

turnout is an indication of the impact 
KBHU has had on students and staff 
over the years.  

KBHU-FM went on the air for the 
first time in 1974 with just 10 watts 
of power broadcasting to a five-mile 
radius from the library basement. Since 
then, a second broadcast station was 
added in 2009, KJKT-FM, an alternative 
music station, which increased KBHU’s 
broadcast to 150 miles reaching most 
of western South Dakota and parts of 
Wyoming and Montana.

Alumni and past faculty and staff gather for the 40th 
KBHU-FM reunion.
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BHSU honors alumni at the 2014 alumni awards luncheon
Five BHSU alumni were honored during 

the alumni awards luncheon at Black Hills 
State University in September. The luncheon 
was held as part of the University’s annual 
homecoming celebration.

Damian Ederhoff, Class of 1986, received 
the Distinguished Alumnus Award. Ederhoff 
earned his bachelor’s degree in accounting and 
serves as partner at Bauerle and Company, a 
Denver-based accounting firm. He is active 
with the Rocky Mountain Surety Association, a 
member of the BHSU Foundation, and former 
budget and finance committee member for 
the Valley Country Club and the Associated 
Builders and Contractors.  

Steve Williams, recipient of the Special 
Service Award and founder of Williams & 
Associates Architecture, Inc., said his time 
at BHSU gave him the confidence to pursue 
further education and opportunities. Williams 

has received numerous recognitions and 
awards including Facility Design Award for 
Excellence and LEED Gold for his company’s 
work on the David B. Miller Yellow Jacket 
Student Union and Certificate of Achievement 
from the Spearfish Historic Preservation 
Commission.

Lois Northrup, Class of 1962, was 
awarded the Excellence in Education Award.  
Northrup graduated with her bachelor’s 
degree in physical education and history, 
teaching both subjects throughout her 
almost four decade-long career in education.  
Northrup’s leadership as an assistant principal 
was instrumental in her school receiving 
the Excellence in Education Award from the 
state of Oregon and the U.S. Department of 
Education. She also served as principal at two 
schools, including one school district’s primary 
location for severely emotionally disabled 

students.
Carol Hayes, Class of 1976, received the 

Special Achievement Award.   
Hays graduated with her bachelor’s 

degree in education. After graduation from 
BHSU she taught art in South Dakota and 
California before moving to New York City to 
pursue her artistic career.  Hays exhibits and 
sells her artwork worldwide, using landscapes 
and nature as inspirations.

Bill Blewett, Class of 2005, received the 
Young Alumni Achievement Award.  Blewett 
graduated from BHSU with bachelor’s degrees 
in political science and social science.  He 
opened his own law firm in Sioux Falls after 
interning with U.S. Senator John Thune’s office 
and the Eich Law Office.  Active in several law 
organizations, Blewett was named to the 2014 
“Top 40 Under 40” by Then National Trial 
Lawyers.

BHSU professor behind disc golf growth at University and state level
Black Hills State University 

and Spearfish hosted two disc 
golf tournaments this month, the 
annual Swarm Day tournament 
and the state championship 
tournament. The sport, which 
has grown immensely in the 
state over the years, got its 
South Dakota start with BHSU 
professor and world disc golf 
champion, Don Altmyer.

Altmyer said disc golf’s 
popularity keeps growing, 
coining it the sport of the future. 
Altmyer brought his passion 
and expertise of disc golf to the 
community by implementing two disc golf courses and organizing the Spearfish Disc 
Golf Association.

A Pennsylvania native, Altmyer first heard of disc golf in the early ‘80s after 
he moved to Southern California. He immediately fell in love with the game, which 
is a combination of Frisbee and golf. Competitors use a heavier disc that is similar 
to a Frisbee and attempt to land the disc in a chain link basket. The overall goal is 
to navigate the course from beginning to end with the fewest number of throws 
possible.

Since first playing 1983, Altmyer has won the Amateur Disc Golf Tournament in 
the Masters Division in 2005 in Arizona, becoming the first amateur disc golf world 
champion in South Dakota.

When Altmyer was offered a job at BHSU in 1995, he said his first thought was 
the campus was perfect for a disc golf course.

The first disc golf course at BHSU was installed in later that year. At the time 
wooden lamp posts wrapped in floor and ceiling tape were used in place of official 
baskets.

That same year Altmyer wrote an article called “Disc Golf Fever: Will Your Park 
Catch It” for national publication Parks & Recreation. The article caught the attention 
of the Professional Disc Golf Association (PDGA) in California. They offered BHSU 
the opportunity to be the first recipient of the PDGA College Matching Basket Grant 
Program, which aided in the purchase of new disc golf baskets. The baskets replaced 
the wooden lamp posts in 1997.

The BHSU course is considered a beginner’s course, and in 2011 Altmyer said 
the community wanted a more challenging disc golf course. He and other community 
members formed the Spearfish Disc Golf Association and through a partnership with 
the City of Spearfish, the Spearfish Canyon Disc Golf Course was created.

Spearfish’s disc golf course is the only 27-hole course in the state.

Altmyer recognized for 
contribution to local 
parks and recreation

Don Altmyer, professor of accounting at Black 
Hills State University, received the Individual Citation 
Award at the 2014 South Dakota Parks and Recreation 
Association (SDPRA) conference held last week in 
Spearfish.

The SDPRA Individual Citation award is given 
to an individual who has made an outstanding 
contribution to parks, recreation or conservation at the 
local, state, regional or national level.

Altmyer earned the award through his 
involvement and dedication to the implementation and 
maintenance of two disc golf courses in Spearfish. He 
was nominated by Keith Hepper, superintendent of the 
Parks and Forestry department in Spearfish, and Alecia 
Hoffman, director of the Spearfish Rec Center. Hepper 
and Hoffman noted that Altmyer, along with the 
Spearfish Disc Golf Association, dedicated more than 
1,000 volunteer hours in maintenance, development 
and fundraising toward the disc golf courses in 
Spearfish. Altmyer is the president of the Spearfish Disc 
Golf Association.

“The disc golf courses in Spearfish would not 
be possible without the dedication and leadership 
Don has provided,” Hepper said. “His expertise in 
design, especially at the Canyon Course, has created 
a unique and challenging course. The Spearfish Disc 
Golf Association is an excellent example of how 
volunteerism works in Spearfish. They have put 
in many volunteer hours of labor, secured private 
funding, and located donated materials and equipment 
to make the Canyon Course a world class course.”

Don Altmyer plays disc golf on the BHSU 
campus.
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NAIA names DSU a Champions of Character Five-Star Institution 
 Dakota State University is one of 168 National Association of 

Intercollegiate Athletics’ schools to be named to the NAIA’s Five-Star 
Champions of Character institutions for 2013-14, announced on 
October 17 by the national office.  DSU scored 61 points out of 100 
possible points on the Champions of Character Scorecard.

The North Star Athletic Association (NSAA) received the  
Champions of Character Five-Star conference honor for the second 
straight year. 

Institutions are measured on a demonstrated commitment to 
Champions of Character and earned points in character training, 
conduct in competition, academic focus, character recognition and 
character promotion.  Institutions earned points based on  
exceptional student-athlete grade point averages and by having 
minimal to no ejections during competition throughout the course 
of the academic year.

Dakota State received the bronze category of the Champions of Character honor.  There are three different categories:  
  Gold Category - 90 to 100 points 
  Silver Category - 75 to 89 points 
  Bronze Category - 60 to 74 points

Since 1937, the NAIA has administered programs and championships in proper balance with the overall educational 
experience.  In 2000, the NAIA reaffirmed its purpose to enhance the character-building aspects of sport.  Through 
Champions of Character, the NAIA seeks to create an environment with every student-athlete, coach, official and  
spectator is committed to the true spirit of competition through five cores values:  integrity, respect, responsibility, 
sportsmanship and servant leadership.

Dr. Molstad Gorder awarded for 25 years of service
Delta Mu Delta International Honor Society in Business recognized Dr. Lynette Molstad 

Gorder for The Faculty Service Award for 25 years of service as faculty adviser to the Delta 
Mu Delta Business Honor Society at Dakota State University. 

Lynette Molstad Gorder is in her 34th year of teaching at Dakota State University in  
the College of Business and Information Systems.  She received her doctorate in educational 
administration in 2007 from the University of South Dakota.  She has an MBA in  
management information systems and an MA in business education.  Her undergraduate  
degrees in business education and business administration are from Dakota State University.
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Campus hosts annual Nanocon tournament
Nanocon is a free gaming convention organized by the DSU Gaming Club.  This 

year marks its twelfth year providing a high-quality gaming experience for all of its 
attendees.  Running Nov. 7 through Nov. 9, Nanocon featured the fourth annual  
Workshop on Integrated Design in Games or IDiG.

Integrated Design is concerned with how all elements of a game (including 
mechanics, story, technology, art and audio) come together to create a thematically 
unified experience. This year’s theme was Game Audio, which includes any use of 
sound to reinforce the overall experience of a game.

Dakota State University recently held the  
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)  
Programming Contest with seven teams participating 
for a chance to move onto the regional competition in 
Lincoln, Neb. The contest drew 21 students for a five 
hour long competition.

Each team was given five logically and  
mathematically challenging problems at the start of 
the contest. They then write programs to solve these 
problems in their choice of programming language. 
The team with the most solutions to the problems 
wins. 

DSU programming contest prepares students for regionals
DSU Winners:

Shawn Zwach, senior from Tracy, Minn., BS in 
Cyber Operations/MS in Applied Computer Science

Tyler Flaagan, senior from West Fargo, N.D., BS in 
Cyber Operations

Michael Hunhoff, first year graduate student 
from Yankton, S.D., MS in Applied Computer Science  
specializing in Cyber Operations

For the past 30 years, the ACM has held  
programming contests regionally, with tops teams of 
these contest advancing to the World Finals which will 
be held in Marrakesh, Morocco this spring. 

DSU Named to 
Victory Media’s 2015 Military Friendly Schools List

Dakota State University recently announced that it has been designated a 2015 
Military Friendly School by Victory Media, the leader in successfully connecting 
the military and civilian worlds.

Now in its sixth year, the Military Friendly Schools designation and list by 
Victory Media is the premier, trusted resource for post-military success. Military 
Friendly provides service members transparent, data-driven ratings about  
post-military education and career opportunities.

The Military Friendly Schools designation is awarded to the top 15 percent of colleges,  
universities and trade schools in the country that are doing the most to embrace military 
students, and to dedicate resources to ensure their success in the classroom and after  
graduation. The methodology used for making the Military Friendly Schools list has changed  
the student veteran landscape to one much more transparent, and has played a significant role 
over the past six years in capturing and advancing best practices to support military students 
across the country.
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Trojans win team NSAA Cross Country title
Dakota State University captured the North Star Athletic Association (NSAA) Men’s Cross Country Conference  

Championships in the NAIA Unaffiliated Grouping Frontier/NSAA Cross Country meet at Amend Park, hosted by 
Rocky Mountain (Mont.) on Nov. 8.

The Trojans won the team title by scoring 41 points, placing three runners in the top 8.  Valley City State (N.D.) came 
in second with 46 points, followed by Jamestown (N.D.) who placed third with 63 points and Dickinson State (N.D.) who 
finished fourth with 73 points.

The Trojan men’s cross country team was the first sport to win a North Star Athletic Association conference team 
title at Dakota State.

Dakota State University competed along with five other Frontier conference members and three other NSAA  
members.  The Trojans finished fifth overall with 155 points, but finished as the top North Star Athletic Association 
team with 41 points.  

Two DSU students exhibit in University Invitational
Two Dakota State University Digital Arts and Design majors, Darian DeVries and Chris Pueppke, are  

exhibiting animations in the 2014 University Invitational held Oct. 24 through Feb. 17 at the Washington  
Pavilion’s Visual Arts Center in Sioux Falls, S.D. Each student submitted three pieces of work, and were juried in 
along with art students from other public and private universities in S.D.

Darian DeVries created an animation as a visual adaptation of a musical score called “Journey to Niflheim” 
created by Kyle Vis, another DSU student. Devries’ animation accompanied by Vis’ work carries the viewer 
across the reaches of outer space from planet earth through the solar system returning back to earth in 
1.30 seconds.

Chris Pueppke’s “sci-fi City” animation takes the viewer on a fly through, in and over the architectural space 
scape. The traveler is returning or leaving and the message seems to suggest a place that is a way point a  
connection to other worlds that are realized and are accessible.

The University Invitational is sponsored by the South Dakota Arts Council and exhibits a wide-range of 
artwork created by college students with fresh perspectives and original ideas. This biannual show offers 
regional art students the fantastic opportunity of getting their feet wet as exhibiting artists, and it gives the 
community a first glance at up-and-coming artists from South Dakota.
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Four DSU Art Faculty selected for SD Governor’s 6th Biennial Art Exhibition
Angela Behrends, Cassie Marie Edwards, Alan Montgomery, and Giles Timms each have artwork included in the 

South Dakota Governor’s 6th Biennial Art Exhibition. Their work was chosen from 155 artists submitting 420 pieces 
of artwork. Jodi Lundgren, Curator of Exhibitions at the South Dakota Art Museum, stated, “The submissions were very 
strong.... In the end, 54 works by 49 artists were selected for the exhibition by our juror.”

The South Dakota Governor’s 6th Biennial Art Exhibition will travel to five venues around South Dakota over the 
next year and a half: South Dakota Art Museum in Brookings, Dahl Arts Center in Rapid City, Washington Pavilion of Arts 
& Science in Sioux Falls, John A Day Gallery in Vermillion, and the Dakotah Prairie Museum in Aberdeen.

The Governor’s 6th Biennial juror is Chris Atkins, Coordinator of the Minnesota Artists Exhibition Program at the 
Minneapolis Institute of Arts. His specialties include contemporary art and visual culture.

Exhibition schedule: 
 South Dakota Art Museum, September 30, 2014 -January 4, 2015 
 Dahl Arts Center, January 16 - May 30, 2015 
 Washington Pavilion, June 12 - October 4, 2015 
 John A Day Gallery, October 22 - November 20, 2015 
 Dakotah Prairie Museum, December 10, 2015 - January 23, 2016

Alan Montgomery
Portaigh/Bog

Angela Behrends
Will

Giles Timms
The Immortal
Stare of the
Forest God
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DACOTAH BANK will provide financial 
support for NSU to share curriculum and 
resources in banking and financial services 
with SDSU. The award will also support 
SDSU sharing its agricultural econom-
ics and agribusiness programs with NSU 
students.
Muehler and Preston, assistant professors 
of banking and financial services, are the 
NSU Dacotah Bank Scholars in banking and 
financial services. Nicole Klein is the SDSU 
Dacotah Bank Scholar in agribusiness and 
agricultural economics. Klein is a profes-
sor of agricultural marketing and farm and 
ranch management.
Dacotah Bank has made a $240,000 
renewable commitment for three years 
to support the collaboration between the 
universities. The announcement was made 
during a ceremony on the NSU campus as 
part of the recent South Dakota Board of 
Regents meeting.
The Dacotah Bank Scholars are respon-
sible for leading the collaboration and 
its promotion, student recruitment and 
advising, engagement with industry, and 
course and curricula development. This 
collaboration will allow students to benefit 
from the curriculum at both institutions. 
The new offerings will add value to gradu-
ates, better preparing them as they enter 
the workforce.
Muehler said he’s honored to be part of 
this joint venture.
“It took a great deal of vision to see this 
private-public partnership. I would like to 
see more of this kind of collaboration,” he 
said.
Muehler, who grew up in rural North 
Dakota, joined NSU in 2013. He holds a 
Bachelor of Business Administration de-
gree and a law degree from the University 
of North Dakota. Muehler was admitted to 
the bar in North Dakota and Minnesota. 
Muehler was a law clerk for the United 

States District Court 
in Bismarck, N.D., 
and then began his 
20-year career in 
the financial ser-
vices industry, with 
an emphasis in trust 
management.
“It’s a wonderful 
opportunity to 
enhance our ability 
to collaborate on a 
needed resource for 
the community,” said Preston.
He has a B.A. in economics and Master of 
Business Administration from the Univer-
sity of Minnesota, as well as a law degree 
from William Mitchell College of Law in St. 
Paul, Minn. Preston began teaching at NSU 
in 2012. In his career, he has consulted for 
more than 150 banks and financial institu-
tions in a wide variety of legal, operational 
and managerial capacities. He has served 
as a bank examiner, internal auditor, CEO, 
CFO and COO of several financial organiza-
tions.
“The collaboration will enhance learning 
at both institutions. The exchange of ideas 
and curriculum will allow the students to 
double their networks,” Klein said.
She has a B.A. from SDSU in mathemat-
ics and economics, with M.S. and Ph.D. 
degrees from Kansas State University in 
agricultural economics. She served on the 
board of directors for the First Bank of 
White for 10 years. She also works with 
the South Dakota chapter of the American 
Society of Farm Managers and Rural Ap-
praisers.
“We are proud of our Dacotah Bank 
Scholars. They will help make the program 
a great experience for our students,” said 
James Smith, NSU President.
“Dacotah Bank is pleased to establish 
the Dacotah Bank Scholars in banking 

and financial services, and in agricultural 
economics and agricultural business,” said 
Richard Westra, Dacotah Bank CEO and 
president. “We look forward to the future 
growth and development of this collabora-
tive effort and the positive impact it will 
have on the students and both universi-
ties.”
Rodney Fouberg, Dacotah Banks Inc. chair-
man of the board, said the collaboration is 
what attracted the bank to the program.
“It makes sense to use resources available 
at NSU and SDSU to enhance the educa-
tional experience. We expect that students 
studying banking, ag economics and 
agribusiness will be even better prepared 
when they begin their careers. When 
students broaden their education, Dacotah 
Bank benefits,” Fouberg said.
SDSU President David Chicoine said the 
collaboration will build a better South 
Dakota. “Working directly with the stake-
holders, such as Dacotah Bank that will be 
employing our graduates, we were able to 
put the right people, places, and partners 
together,” Chicoine said. “The collaboration 
makes it possible to translate and transfer 
knowledge where it’s needed most.”
Referring to the two schools’ mascots, 
Chicoine used levity to summarize the new 
program, “We want to show that Jackrab-
bits and Wolves can play well together,” he 
said. 

Northern State University School of Business faculty 
members Todd Muehler and Robert Preston, along with a 
South Dakota State University faculty member, have been 
named Dacotah Bank Scholars.

Northern State, Dacotah Bank, South Dakota State 
collaborate to create Dacotah Bank Faculty Scholars

(Left to right): NSU President Dr. James Smith, Dacotah Banks Inc. 
Chairman Rodney Fouberg, Dacotah Bank President and CEO Richard 
Westra, South Dakota State University President Dr. David L. Chicoine.
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ABU-SIRRIYA was selected 
this summer by the internship 
program, where he is serving 
in the Office of Presidential 
Personnel for fall 2014. The 
Office of Presidential Personnel 
oversees the selection process 
for presidential appointments 
to U.S. departments and 
agencies.
Presidential Personnel interns 
work with staff members to respond to 
candidates for presidential appointments, 
communicate with departments and 
agencies on personnel matters and ensure 
that personnel priorities of the president 
are being met. Interns also help recruit 
and research potential candidates.
According to the White House Internship 
Program website, the assignments given 
to an intern can include conducting 
research, managing incoming inquiries, 
attending meetings, writing memos, and 
staffing events.
The White House Internship Program also 

provides interns with extensive 
learning opportunities. All White 
House interns attend weekly 
events that include a speaker 
series with senior staff members, 
discussions about presidential 
policies and off-site field trips. 
Interns also participate in service 
projects at schools and nonprofit 
organizations in Washington.
“Jordan is a hard worker 

who is showing the results of taking 
one’s education seriously,” said Dr. Jon 
Schaff, professor of political science 
and Abu-Sirriya’s advisor. “Jordan is an 
intellectually curious young man who 
looks for opportunities to learn and take 
on new responsibilities.  He has set clear 
goals for himself and is willing to do the 
hard work necessary to reach those goals.  
He should be an inspiration to all NSU 
students.” 
Abu-Sirriya will return to Northern State 
University for spring semester and is 
expected to graduate in May.

NSU STUDENT SELECTED  
FOR PRESTIGIOUS  

WHITE HOUSE INTERNSHIP
Northern State University senior political science and communication 

studies major Jordan Abu-Sirriya (Aberdeen) is currently participating in the  
White House Internship Program in Washington, D.C.
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THE CEREMONY took place in 
front of the tree, which is located on 
the campus green between Graham 
and Spafford halls. 
The creation of the tree was an 
honors thesis project for NSU 
Honors Program student Teresa 
Edelman. Visitors to the tree can 
tie a ribbon around its branches in 
honor of those who have fought or 
are still fighting cancer, and those 
who have lost their battle.
Raising cancer awareness is a 
personal goal for Edelman, a native 
of Albertville, Minn. She lost her 
6-year-old cousin, Danny, to high-
risk acute myeloid leukemia in 2010.
Edelman spoke at the Oct. 27 event, 

along with NSU President Dr. Smith.
Edelman tied the first ribbon on the 
tree. Also invited to tie ribbons on 
the tree were Edelman’s family; NSU 
facilities workers, who constructed 
the ribbon-shaped walkway 
around the tree; other NSU Honors 
Program students; and everyone in 
attendance.
The Honors Program will maintain 
the Northern State University 
Cancer Awareness Tree after 
Edelman graduates. The tree will be 
accessible year-round, and members 
of the Northern and Aberdeen 
communities are always welcome to 
use the ribbons provided at the tree 
to honor someone in their lives.

Ribbon-cutting ceremony held for NSU Cancer Awareness Tree
The ribbon-cutting ceremony for the Northern State University Cancer  

Awareness Tree was held at 5 p.m. Monday, Oct. 27.

Ernest Cline to 
speak in Aberdeen 
as part of NSU 
Common Read
The Northern State University 
Honors Program this year’s 
Common Read presenter Ernest 
Cline, author of “Ready Player One.” 

CLINE spoke 
at 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, 
Nov. 19, at the 
Aberdeen Civic 
Theater.
Cline discussed 
the dystopian 
universe he 
created for 
his critically 
acclaimed 
first novel. 

Set in 2044, “Ready Player One” asks 
us to question the common future we 
are creating while following the main 
character’s competition for a technology 
mogul’s fortune. Winning the prize 
requires players to use knowledge of 
1980s popular culture to solve a series of 
puzzles.
The NSU Honors Program and Common 
Read Committee hosted a series of 
1980s-themed events on campus and in 
the Aberdeen community leading up to 
this year’s Common Read presentation.
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NSU SENIOR DEREK LIEN of Sioux 
Falls is spending fall semester as the event 
operations intern for the Kansas City 
Chiefs.
Fellow senior Kasey Gengler of Jamestown, 
N.D., spent his summer working with the 
Minnesota Vikings’ training camp as a sales 
and marketing intern.
Taylor Morsching, an alum of the NSU 
program from Aberdeen, worked from 
May to early October as a U.S. Paralympics 
Emerging and Talent Identification Intern 
with the United States Olympic Committee.
But students don’t have to leave campus 
to score a solid internship. Alex Webster, 
a graduate of Wing, N.D., worked in the 
NSU Compliance Office on campus during 
spring semester.
The experiences students receive at NSU 
prepare them for their internships, said 
Dr. Thomas Orr. Orr oversees the sport 
marketing and administration program, 
which has grown to consistently have 
roughly 40-60 students.
Orr said field experience and service 
learning are major components of the 
program. Students work for the Aberdeen 
Wings hockey team and at NSU games. 
Many classes require 20 hours in the field.
Gengler said the sport marketing and 

administration program provided him with 
knowledge and experience in the field.
“A lot of the things we did at training camp, 
I had experienced in some capacity at 
Northern,” he said.
“NSU really helped me in that I became 
more confident in my own abilities and 
helped me realize that I can do about 
anything if I really apply myself to it,” 
Morsching said.
Lien offered advice to other students 
seeking an internship.
“Just put yourself out there,” he said. 
“Honestly, if you want big, you dream big. 
I would have never guessed in a million 
years that I would have gotten a call back 
from the Kansas City Chiefs of all places.”
Also, be willing to try something new, 
advised Webster, who graduated from NSU 
in May.
“Don’t be afraid to look outside of the 
box,” she said. “Maybe try something that 
you wouldn’t necessarily think you would 
want to pursue, a different aspect of the 
business that you aren’t so familiar with. It 
is something you’re only going to be a part 
of for a few short months, so worst case, 
you can cross off an area of the business 
you find you don’t want to pursue any 
further.”

NSU SPORT MARKETING AND 
ADMINISTRATION STUDENTS 

TACKLE BIG INTERNSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES

Through her internship with the NSU 
Compliance Office, Wolves track athlete 
Alex Webster got the opportunity to see 
the other side of sporting events.
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NORTHERN STATE UNIVERSITY SPORT MARKETING AND 
ADMINISTRATION STUDENTS ARE LANDING INTERNSHIPS IN THE 

NATIONAL ATHLETIC REALM.

NSU senior Derek Lien spent his fall semester 
as an event operations intern for the Kansas 
City Chiefs.
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NSU senior Kasey Gengler tackled 
marketing internship responsibilities for the 
Minnesota Vikings during summer 2014.

Taylor Morsching (2013) worked as a U.S. Paralympic Emerging and 
Talent Identification Intern at the U.S. Olympic Training Center.
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SCHUKKING – who is a native of the 
Netherlands, has studied abroad in 
South Korea and has traveled extensively 
– attended the World Affairs Councils 
of America 2014 National Conference. 
He is one of only 25 students selected 
nationwide to attend, and the second 
NSU student in two years to be chosen 
for the annual conference.Schukking, a 
history major with minors in geography 
and economics, is looking forward to the 
conference.
“I just hope to meet and hear from leaders 
from across the country and share their ex-
perience about how they deal with issues, 
and what their view is on world affairs,” 
said Schukking, a senior who will graduate 
In Honoribus in May.
This year’s conference held for Nov. 5-7, 
was themed “America and the World 
2015,” according to the WACA website. 
Topics will include: China, the U.S., and 
Asia; Russia/Eurasia; Cybersecurity; Fu-
ture of Education; Youth, Jobs, and Social 
Unrest; Food and Water; Global Economic 
Realignment; Future of Energy; Africa; and 
Climate Change. (For more information, 
visit www.worldaffairscouncils.org.)
Schukking said all of those topics inter-
est him, but the youth and jobs topic is 
especially important as it relates to college 
students seeking jobs after graduation. 
He is also very interested in sustainability 
issues.
The 25 students selected nationwide to at-
tend the World Affairs Councils of America 
conference are funded through WACA 
scholarship money. Schukking was chosen 
by the South Dakota World Affairs Council 
as the South Dakota student to vie for one 

of the 25 spots. Jeanne Jones Manzer, SD-
WAC executive director, said the council is 
thrilled, but not surprised, that Schukking 
was selected to receive one of the exclusive 
scholarships to attend. He joined colle-
gians from councils in Alaska, Tennessee, 
New Hampshire and other states, to talk 
and post about how young people engage 
in conversation about world affairs.
“Menno’s numerous international, phil-
anthropic and government experiences 
will surely put him at the forefront of peer 
discussions,” Manzer said. “All of South Da-
kota can be proud to have such a remark-
able global citizen!”
At NSU, Schukking is actively involved 
on campus. He is vice president of the 
Student Association, and is also involved 
with the Honors Program. He has worked 
in the International Programs Office and 
Residence Life, and has participated in an 
alternative spring break trip. Last year, he 
won the prestigious Marlin R. Scarborough 
Memorial Scholarship, which is awarded 
annually by the South Dakota Board of 
Regents.
Schukking has also taken advantage of 
study abroad opportunities at NSU, attend-
ing Hanyang University International Sum-
mer School in Seoul, South Korea, in 2012. 
This experience, he said, was extremely 
helpful in preparing him for the world af-
fairs conference.
“The Korea experience especially was eye-
opening,” he said. “It was amazing there in 
Seoul.”
Schukking, the son of Graham and Truus 
Schukking, moved to the U.S. with his fam-
ily in 2007 when he was 14. He graduated 
from Lake Preston High School in 2011.

When deciding on 
a college, Northern 
wasn’t originally his 
top choice – until he 
visited campus.
“It was very person-
able,” Schukking 
said. “That’s really 
what I enjoyed.”
Plus, NSU had 
a wide range of 
programs to choose 
from – which was helpful, since he was 
undecided on a major at that point.
The best part of his experience at North-
ern has been meeting people and forming 
friendships, especially through the Student 
Association.
“You can make friendships with both pro-
fessors and a lot of students,” he said.
After graduation, Schukking intends to 
pursue a graduate degree in community 
and regional planning. He became inter-
ested in the field after an internship this 
summer with the South Dakota Historic 
Preservation Office. Through community 
outreach experiences, he said, “I came to 
appreciate how much planning matters to 
a community and its members.”
His advice to other students seeking op-
portunities such as the world affairs con-
ference is to pursue similar experiences: 
seek an internship, study abroad and get 
involved on campus.
“You can just focus on classes… but you 
set yourself apart by working hard and 
making networking connections through 
these experiences both on and off campus,” 
he said.

NSU SENIOR SELECTED TO ATTEND 
CONFERENCE ON WORLD AFFAIRS

Menno Schukking brings a unique global perspective to Northern State University, and this fall, he brought that 
perspective to a world affairs conference in Washington, D.C.

PIANIST STEHNOVA performed Piano 
Concerto No. 2 in C Minor, I. Moderato by 
Sergei Rachmaninoff. Stehnova, from the 
Czech Republic, is a student of Dr. Marcela 
Faflak.
Allcock, a soprano, performed Nobles 
seigneurs salut! from Les Huguenots by 

Giacomo Meyerbeer. Allcock, from Brit-
ton, is a student of Dr. Darci Bultema. The 
Concerto/Aria Competition is a project of 
the Aberdeen University/Civic Symphony. 
Winners of the Competition will perform 
in concert with the orchestra on February 
28, 2015.
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Concerto/Aria Competition Winners are  
Sarka Stehnova and Natalie Allcock 

Sarka Stehnova and Natalie Allcock were named winners of the 2014 Annual 
Concerto/Aria Competition Recital held this fall in Krikac Auditorium on the 

campus of Northern State University, Aberdeen.

Judges for this year’s Concerto/Aria Com-
petition were Dr. Richard K. Fitzgerald, 
director of music and organist of Sacred 
Heart Catholic Parish, Aberdeen; Beth 
Neitzert, middle school orchestra with 
Aberdeen Public Schools and first violinist 
with the Aberdeen University/Civic Sym-
phony (AUCS); and Milo R. Pietz, retired 
music educator and choral conductor from 
Huron.
The Concerto/Aria Competition is admin-
istered by Dr. Robert Vodnoy, conductor 
of the AUCS and Professor of Strings and 
Music History at Northern State University.
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Northern State 
University named 
among top public 
colleges for lowest 
out-of-state tuition 
and fees
U.S. News & World Report has 
announced that Northern State 
University is among the top public 
colleges in the United States when 
it comes to affordability for out-of-
state students. 

Out-of-state tuition and fees for North-
ern State University will average $9,563, 
according to U.S. News. That places 
Northern State seventh on the list of most 
affordable public colleges for out-of-state 
tuition and fees.
“The common notion is that in-state tu-
ition is more affordable than out-of-state 
tuition,” said Northern State University 
President Dr. James Smith. “But what this 
tells us is that for out-of-state students, 
schools like Northern State University 
can provide a very affordable and very 
competitive university education.”
Among all ranked public schools reporting 
data to U.S. News, the average for out-of-
state tuition and fees reached $20,105 for 
2014-15. The average resident tuition and 
fees among those schools in the 2014-15 
academic year is $8,812. By comparison, 
resident tuition and fees at Northern State 
for 2014-15 is $7,564, based on 15 credits 
per semester. 
“Some regional colleges and universities 
are so cheap, even for out-of-staters, that 
they give Home State University a run for 
its money,” wrote U.S. News. U.S. News re-
ported data received by 413 ranked public 
colleges responding to its annual survey.
Furthermore, Smith said, when comparing 
the academic programs offered by North-
ern State University to those available at 
other universities, the best choice for a 
bright future might be in South Dakota.
“We believe we offer a public school 
experience that rivals many private school 
experiences,” Smith said.  “And we’re com-
mitted to making sure that Northern pro-
vides the academic preparation to launch 
students to successful careers in fields 
such as medicine, environmental studies, 
education, music or business.”
For more information about the U.S. News 
& World Report study, go to http://www.
usnews.com/education/ and look for “The 
Short List: 10 Cheapest Publics for Out-of-
Staters.”
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GYPSY DAYS
Northern State University is rolled out the maroon carpet  

this fall for “Gypsies in Hollywood.”

GYPSY DAY FESTIVITIES
Clockwise from top left: trophies for Gypsy 
Days royalty; the traditional burning of the N; 
Gypsy Days Royalty enjoying the festivities 
and Mark Sperry and Laura Haldorson were 
crowned Marshal and Queen.

GYPSY DAY PARADE
Above: New King of the Gyps Derrick Dinger.
Below: 2014 Gypsy Day Parade Marshal Ann 
Eisenbeisz.

MARCHING WOLVES
Above: Northern State University Marching Wolves 
band members during the Gypsy Day Parade.
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NSU Swing Dance set for Nov. 8
NSU to host Federal Reserve Bank of 
Minneapolis official on Nov. 5
NSU center hosts 21st annual 
International Business Conference
Fourth annual Culturefest set for Nov. 
7 at NSU
NSU criminologist explores 
connection between criminology, 
sociology
125 NSU freshmen volunteer on ‘The 
Pack Gives Back Day’
NSU Residence Life invites 
community to campus for Halloween
Northern Bound Day is Oct. 25 at 
NSU
Tickets on sale for all-city production 
of ‘Irving Berlin’s White Christmas’
Internationally Renowned Violinist 
Returns to Perform with Aberdeen 
University/Civic Symphony

NSU’s Fouberg is one of the editors 
of Atlas of the 2012 Elections
NSU professor publishes article 
examining Old English literature
NSU to offer criminal justice minor, 
online accounting degrees
NSU Concerto/Aria Competition 
Recital set for Oct. 16
Speaker to discuss suicide 
prevention, motivational life habits at 
NSU
Business Communications Classes 
Celebrate Manufacturing Week
NSU center to sponsor International 
Business Conference
NSU’s Ann Eisenbeisz is 2014 Gypsy 
Day Parade Marshal
NSU Theater is on the move with ‘On 
the Verge’
NSU Speech and Debate Team 
compete in tournament

NSU alums will be honored at Oct. 3 
banquet
NSU shows enrollment increase for 
fall 2014
NSU named 2015 Military Friendly 
School®
NSU offers support to student 
veterans, soldiers
Twenty bands will march in 2014 
Gypsy Day Parade
NSU e-learning professor publishes 
first multiplatform interactive digital 
textbook
NSU professor translates important 
work of Hungarian literature
Faculty forums scheduled at NSU 
library
Fun activities planned as part of NSU 
Family Weekend
NSU music department to hold 
faculty recital in Krikac Auditorium

Kyburz-Carlson, Henry Carlson 
Co. selected
Selected to serve as the CMR for the 
Johnson Fine Arts Center renovation are 
Kyburz-Carlson Construction, Aberdeen, 
and the Henry Carlson Company, Sioux 
Falls. Kyburz-Carlson and Henry Carlson 
are sister construction firms, both owned 
by Henry “Chip” Carlson III, Sioux Falls.
“We selected Kyburz-Carlson as CMR 
because of what we learned during the 
interview process,” said Northern State 
University President Dr. James Smith. “This 
is a firm that knows our campus, and we 
believe that this team of professionals will 
be best at helping us match the project 
scope with the funds available.”
The term "construction manager at risk" 
refers to an approach to construction 
contracting that allows organizations to 
select a construction manager based on 
qualifications, as opposed to selecting a 
contractor through traditional design-build 
or design-bid-build methods of project 
delivery.
Advantages of the construction manager at 
risk approach, according to a publication of 
the Airports Council International of North 

America, are centralized responsibility 
for construction under a single contract, a 
more manageable and predictable project, 
and time and cost savings.
'A new era'
“We’re entering a new era at NSU,” said 
School of Fine Arts Dean Dr. Alan LaFave. 
“The size and quality of our fine arts 
program has outgrown our facility. We’re 
excited to have a modern, state-of-the-art 
facility to allow us to thrive and continue 
to attract the best art, music and theater 
students in the region.”
Recent $2.5 million donation
In addition to selecting a CMR, President 
Smith added that Northern State 
University also received an anonymous 
$2.5 million donation last week to help 
fund construction of a black box theater 
within the Johnson Fine Arts Center. A 
black box theater is an open and flexible 
performance space that is black by design, 
and includes the production space and 
equipment required for use by theater 
production and concerts.
“We are very pleased to be the recipient of 
such a generous gift, and thrilled to be able 
to tell our students that we will be able to 

build the quality performance space that 
allows them to show their amazing talent,” 
Smith said.
Plans redesigned for black-box theater
Kyburz-Carlson and Henry Carlson 
Company have already begun collaborating 
with project architect Jeff Nelson of 
Baldridge & Nelson Architects and 
Engineers Inc., Sioux Falls, to modify the 
design plans for the Johnson Fine Arts 
Center to include a black box theater. Smith 
said the redesign phase will require several 
weeks to complete.
Anticipated completion December 2015
According to the proposal received 
from Kyburz-Carlson and Henry Carlson 
Company, the projected completion date 
for the renovation is December 2015.
Smith said that even with the donation 
received this week, fundraising for the 
Johnson Fine Arts Center will continue.
“This is a sizable undertaking,” Smith said. 
“Now that we know we can build the new 
facility, we will begin working to make sure 
we can furnish it and include the technical 
wizardry that a center of this quality 
requires.”
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RENOVATION MOVING FORWARD
Plans to renovate the Johnson Fine Arts Center on the campus of Northern State University moved forward  

last week, with selection of a construction manager at risk (CMR) followed by a generous donation  
($2.5 million) to the renovation project.

OTHER RECENT HEADLINES
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$1.25 Million Research Project to 
Improve Mine Ventilation 

SD Mines has been awarded a $1.25 million 
contract to design more advanced 
underground ventilation systems in block 
caving mines. The five-year project from the 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and 
Health (NIOSH) seeks to create safer and more 
comfortable working environments and could 
also lead to more efficient production for 
mining companies.

Block caving is an underground hard rock 
mining method that involves undermining 
an ore body and allowing it to progressively 
collapse under its own weight. It is the 
underground version of open pit mining. 

For the first year, NIOSH has awarded the 
project a contract for $250,000, renewable 
annually for five years. Phase 1 of the project 
aims to develop numerical models to predict 
geo-mechanical parameters such as caved 
rock porosity and permeability. The models 
will also predict ventilation parameters such 
as gas emission rates from the caved rock; 
resistance offered by the caved rock to airflow; 
and adequate supply of fresh air to dilute 
gases. 

Purushotham Tukkaraja, Ph.D., of the 
Department of Mining Engineering & 
Management, will lead the research as principal 
investigator. “With the discovery of near-
surface mineral deposits declining, exploring 
for deep-seated deposits and finding 
innovative ways to mine them is one viable 
solution to the ever-growing need for minerals. 
Block caving is one such innovative way, and 
it has the potential to rival surface mining 
both in rate of mineral production and 
production cost,” said Tukkaraja. 

The project seeks to develop a practical mine 
ventilation design procedure that an operating 
block caving mine could use to predict gas 
emission rates and adequate airflows in 
underground working areas. It will also allow 
for the simulation of the caving process in an 

underground metal/nonmetal mine and for 
the validation of the numerical models through 
field measurements. Additionally, the project 
will analyze the ventilation system by 
incorporating cave resistance values in the 
network models. 

“This kind of research that uses advanced 
modeling to study an applied problem in 
mining is the kind of research at which we 
excel,” said Heather Wilson, president of the 
university.  

Graduate students will play a key role in the 
research, as the purpose of the NIOSH grant 
is to increase expertise in the area of mine 
ventilation through graduate education in 
addition to developing technologies that 
improve mine safety and health. 

“Ventilation is the lifeblood of a mine, and the 
ventilation engineer plays a key role in 
operating a safe and profitable underground 
operation. Currently there is a need for 
qualified ventilation professionals in the 
mining industry,” said Tukkaraja.

SD Mines Named one 
of “America’s 100 Best 

College Buys” 

SD Mines has been named one of “America’s 
100 Best College Buys” for the 17th 
consecutive year. This year’s list is the 19th 
published by Institutional Research & 
Evaluation, an independent research and 
consulting organization that specializes 
in the recruiting and retention of students. 

Each year the organization identifies the 
100 U.S. colleges and universities that 
provide students with the highest quality 
education at the lowest cost.

According to the survey, the annual cost 
for in-state students is $14,605. The annual 
cost for out-of-state students at SD Mines 
is $18,125, the second best in the nation 
among schools surveyed. The average 
high school grade point average of 3.51 
and the average ACT score of 26 for 
entering freshman at SD Mines exceed 
the corresponding national averages of 
3.32 and 23.

“At a time when families are wondering 
whether a college education is worth it, 
we are providing an exceptional 
engineering and science education at a 
price families can afford,” said President 
Heather Wilson. “Mines is a model for the 
nation of how to keep a great college 
education affordable.”     

Purushotham Tukkaraja, Ph.D.

South Dakota School of Mines & Technology

Legacy News 
December 2014 

Board of Regents SDSMT.EDU
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From consoles to computers, the student group Gamers for Service 
at South Dakota Mines picked up the controls Saturday, Oct. 25, to 
save lives. Hosting its second-ever 25-hour gaming marathon, the 
organization raised more than $3,000 for the Children’s Miracle 
Network, which it donated through Rapid City Regional Hospital. 

“Last year, 25 people participated. This year, we had 75 registered, 
and instead of hosting the event alone, we partnered with seven 
other organizations,” said Jordan Weaver, a chemical engineering 
sophomore from Sioux Falls and president of Gamers for Service.

Other student clubs co-sponsoring the event were: the Robotics team, 
Association of Computer Scientists, Mines Gaming Network, E-sports, 
Pokémon League, Game Development Team and various Dungeons 
and Dragons groups.

Gamers for Service joined 
groups around the globe 
participating in Extra Life, a 
gaming marathon in which 
players recruit sponsors and 
raise donations for Children’s 
Miracle Network hospitals. 
Since 2008, thousands of 
gamers have raised more 
than $8 million. 

Trent Slichter, a chemical 
engineering senior from Sioux Falls and vice president of Gamers for 
Service, said that SD Mines remains the only university in the state to 
hold the marathon.

Extra Life was the second Gamers for Service fundraiser this fall. In 
September, the organization held a campus-wide game of Humans 
vs. Zombies, which attracted 140 participants and raised $800. The 
money was donated to Help Hope Live, a charity organization that 
helped a Rapid City resident pay for a heart and double lung transplant. 

Gaming for Good, 
Hardrockers Help Kids in 

Extra Life Marathon

Peabody Gives $20,000 for 
Student Support

South Dakota Mines recently received a $20,000 gift from Peabody 
Energy for student support in the Department of Mining Engineering 
& Management. The gift will fund scholarships, travel and conference 
registrations as part of Peabody’s continuing support of the 
university. 

A team of Peabody representatives was on campus during the 
university’s record Fall Career Fair to present the check to Lance 
Roberts, Ph.D., a 1998 alumnus and head of the Department of 
Mining Engineering & Management. Among Peabody’s team 
visiting campus were Ted Gardner and Chrissy Gilbert, human 
resources managers; Jim Guthrie, director of operational support 
and a 1979 alumnus; Josh Price, director of technical services a 
2001 and 2003 alumnus; and Steve Hector, a senior engineer and 
2009 alumnus.

“I want to personally thank Peabody for being such a great supporter 
of the mining engineering and management department at 
SDSM&T. I look forward to continuing the close relationship and 
know that we will continue to provide the best talent to serve their 
needs,” Roberts said.

Peabody Energy is the world’s largest private-sector coal company 
headquartered in St. Louis, Mo., with a workforce of more than 
8,000 employees. Peabody President and Chief Operating Officer 
Glenn Kellow visited the SD Mines campus last April and delivered 
the keynote address at the spring commencement ceremony.

More than 200 rock and fossil specimens from 100 people 
throughout the Black Hills were identified by  Museum of 
Geology staff and students during the second annual 
Rock and Fossil ID Day. Members of the public were invited 
to bring their backyard treasures to be identified at the 
event, which grew significantly over the previous year, 
according to the museum’s Samantha Hustoft.

Paleontology students from the Society of Economic 
Geologists, Tech Geological Association and Paleo Club 
studied and identified specimens. 

Hustoft said it was exciting to see the community take 
advantage of the history and landscape of the Black Hills 
“The best part of the Rock and Fossil ID Day is that we get 
to see really interesting things that we don’t get to see 
every day,” she said. It was also an opportunity for SD 
Mines students to interact with the community and apply 
their skills and knowledge. 

Museum Staff, Students ID Rocks, Fossils 
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SD Mines has been designated a 
2015 Military Friendly® School by 
Victory Media for the sixth 
consecutive year, having earned 
the distinction every year since 
the list’s inception. 

The Military Friendly® Schools 
designation is awarded to the top 
15 percent of colleges, universities 
and trade schools in the country 
that are doing the most to 
embrace military and veteran 
students and to dedicate resources 
to ensure their success.

Mines enrolled 158 active duty 
and veteran students this year, 
attracting students from all 
military branches.

“I’m particularly proud of our 
achievement this year, since the 
evaluation process for earning the 
military-friendly designation was 
even more rigorous than in past 
years. The fact that we have 
maintained this designation for 
six consecutive years shows that 
the support services we provide 
to our military students continue 
to be among the best in the 
country,” said Cathy Payne, director 
and scholarship coach, Veterans Resource Center.

Payne attributes the military-friendly designation to campus support services that help 
military students succeed, including a knowledgeable registration officer dedicated to 
certifying students’ military educational benefits; a partnership with Western Nebraska 
Community College TRIO Veterans Upward Bound, a program funded by the Department of 
Education offering free college-prep classes and tutoring in math and writing; information 
and referrals regarding VA benefits; and an active ROTC program. 

“We work hard to make sure our veterans are supported, welcomed and successful at Mines. 
But more than that, our veterans are respected and welcomed on campus,” said President 
Heather Wilson. “We are very proud to earn this honor for the sixth year in a row.”

The Veterans Resource Center offers orientations for new military and veteran students, study 
space, lockers, veteran-to-veteran tutoring, counseling referrals, assistance with résumé 
writing, study skills and scholarship searches and applications, and regular, monthly visits by 
a patient advocate from the VA Black Hills Health Care System.

Mines Designated Military-Friendly 
School for Sixth Consecutive Year 

The South Dakota School of Mines & 
Technology has been ranked sixth in the 
Military Times EDGE “Best for Vets: 
Colleges 2015” survey.

SD Mines has ranked in the top 10 each 
year of the magazine’s survey. The 
university was ranked ninth in 2014, 
second in 2013, eighth in 2012 and was 
tied for third in 2011. The distinction 
recognizes colleges and universities for 
their commitment to providing 
opportunities to America’s veterans. This 
year 100 four-year institutions were 
ranked.

Of the 2,798 current students at SD Mines, 
158 are veteran or active duty students 
representing all military branches.

The extensive evaluation process required 
schools to meticulously document a wide 
array of services, accommodations and 
financial incentives offered to military 
and veteran students, such as percentage 
of tuition covered by the GI Bill, and to 
describe many aspects of veteran culture 
on campus. The survey also considered 
service member enrollment as well as 
statistics commonly used to track student 
success and academic quality – student 
loan default rates, graduation and 
retention rates and student-faculty ratio.

“A gold star for those who worked on the 
application and especially for those who 
work every day to make our vets feel 
welcomed and supported on this 
campus,” said SD Mines President Heather 
Wilson, who graduated from the U.S. Air 
Force Academy in the third class to 
include women.

SD Mines offers an active Veterans 
Resource Center for students.

SD Mines Named Among 
Top 10 ‘Best for Vets’ 

for Fifth Year

Yale’s Saltzman 

Receives 2014 Mines Medal

W. Mark Saltzman, an expert in biomedical 
engineering, drug delivery, tissue engineering and 
gene therapy, received the 2014 Mines Medal by 
Gov. Dennis Daugaard and SD Mines President 
Heather Wilson during a dinner and award ceremony.
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Family Weekend Game Day
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Freshman Earns Prestigious Full-Ride 
Army ROTC Scholarship  

SD Mines hosted the Mines Buddies 
Hardrocker Olympics at O’Harra Stadium 
on Oct. 29. The Hardrocker Track and Field 
team organized the event in conjunction 
with Mines Buddies, a campus organization 
which pairs SD Mines student volunteers 
with young adults throughout the 
community who have intellectual 
disabilities. College students offer support 
and mentoring by participating in a variety 
of one-on-one or group events.

“The Hardrocker Track and Field Team 
volunteers every year to give back to the 
community. We typically hold clinics for 
local middle and high school track teams, 
but this event has been fun because we got 
to come up with the events on our own, 
and we ran the meet. It’s less about teaching 
skills and more about creating friendly 
competition between the buddies,” said 
senior Haley Dunn, a Hardrocker hammer 
thrower and weight thrower. Dunn, a 
chemical engineering major from Meridian, 
Idaho, has volunteered with Mines Buddies 
for the past three years.

She was among about 25 SD Mines athletes 
who ran events, according to Hardrocker 
Track and Field Coach Jerry Schafer.

“Mines Buddies is an activity that several 
of our student-athletes have been involved 
in over the years. Many of the Mines Buddies 
compete in the Special Olympics, and this 
event gave them an opportunity to compete 
in a similar event,” Schafer said.

Mines Buddies 
Hardrocker Olympics 

Hosted at O’Harra 
Stadium

A SD Mines student has received a full-ride 
nearly $66,000 Army ROTC scholarship based 
on his academic achievements, military 
aspirations and hard work.

Carson T. Purtell, 19, has been awarded $65,986 
for four years. Purtell is a sophomore 
mechanical engineering student from Phoenix, 
Ariz. A cadet with the Mt. Rushmore ROTC 
Battalion program headquartered at SD Mines, 
Purtell played for the Hardrocker football team 
as a freshman and is active in a number of 
other campus and community activities.

“He’s a hard worker from a family with a history 
of military service,” said Lt. Col. Lynna Speier, 
professor of military science and head of the 
Mt. Rushmore Battalion. “I have no question 
Carson will succeed at his goals of graduation 
from the School of Mines and military service. 
We are honored to have him part of our team.”

ROTC provides financial support to many 
students who commit to military service 
following graduation, Speier said. The U.S. 
Army supports cadets in their academic studies 

followed by service in active duty, the National 
Guard or the Army Reserve.

Purtell is an active member of the American 
Society for Mechanical Engineers and has 
participated in several community service 
projects at SD Mines, including a canned food 
drive and shoveling snow after Storm Atlas 
last October.

“We are very proud of Carson,” Speier said. “He 
is working very hard to develop himself 
academically, physically and professionally 
toward becoming an officer in the U.S. Army. 
The four-year scholarship is a signal of the 
Army’s confidence in his ability to graduate 
from the School of Mines and gain a 
commission.”

Purtell applied for the scholarship his freshman 
year after meeting eligibility requirements 
that included preparing an academic plan, 
meeting medical qualifications and completing 
a fitness exam. 

Go To Mines Open House

The South Dakota School of Mines & 
Technology will host Go to Mines on 
Saturday, Nov. 8, for high school students 
exploring their college options.

The event hosts high school students of 
all ages, particularly juniors and seniors, 
as well as their parents, who get to know 
the university’s engineering and science 
curriculum and research projects. They 
will also have the chance to view residence 
halls and explore campus. Current Mines 
students, faculty and staff will be available 
to provide insider tips about campus life, 
the application process, scholarships and 
financial aid.

Lt. Col. Lynna Speier, left, and SD Mines President Heather Wilson, right, present the $65,986 Army ROTC scholarship check to                         
SD Mines student and cadet Carson Purtell.
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The SD Mines music program has received several string and woodwind 
instrument donations for student use.

Jim Feiszli, music program director, and his family donated his late 
father’s soprano saxophone and a double bass (string bass). Alumni 
Kelly and Lorie Whiting of Rapid City donated a violoncello, and 
Thomas Regan of Lead donated a soprano clarinet and a bass clarinet. 
The total estimated value of the gifts is nearly $10,000.

Feiszli, D.M.A., has fond memories of his father Warren Feiszli’s colorful 
musical career, including his prized instruments. The elder Feiszli 
passed away in July, and the family began to look for opportunities 
to continue his legacy and that of the instruments themselves.

Warren Feiszli was a classical and jazz musician who was headed to 
the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music on a full-ride scholarship when 
he was drafted into World War II. 

Feiszli began service in the Quartermaster Corps, driving supply trucks. 
But when musicians at the MacDill Air Force Base in Florida had him 
sit in with them, they went to their commanding officer and requested 
he be transferred to the band. He spent the rest of WWII in the Pacific 
theater, playing for dignitaries such as Chiang Kai-shek and Douglas 
MacArthur. 

When he returned from the war, he went to work for General Motors, 
repaired instruments as a side job and continued to play music. 

“Even in retirement, my dad played every day,” Feiszli said. “He was in 
four or five bands. That’s what he wanted to do – make music.”

The instrument donations will help to create lasting bridges among 
the university, alumni and the community by supporting the music 
program and its staff and students.

“We’ll share their stories,” Feiszli said of the history of the instruments 
currently being assessed, tuned and added to the collection. “We just 
wanted them to be used.”

String, Woodwind Instruments 
Donated to Music Program 

Halliburton Donates $12,000 
for SD Mines Summer Camp 

Scholarships
The Halliburton Foundation has donated $12,000 to SD Mines to 
provide scholarships for students attending Youth Programs’ summer 
science and engineering camps. 

The grant, used for both academic and need-based scholarships, 
will make high-quality science, technology, engineering and math 
(STEM) experiences available to high school students of all means, 
including those who may not otherwise be able to attend one of 
the 12 residential camps SD Mines offers. 

Impressed by its youth STEM initiatives, the Halliburton Foundation 
reached out to Youth Programs as one of a select few organizations 
invited to apply for a grant. The hands-on immersion camps give 
students a pre-college experience designed to build confidence in 
their technical abilities and showcase the possibilities a science or 
engineering career holds.

“It is vital to have industry support and involvement with Youth 
Programs. It allows us to make our programs accessible for all 
students, regardless of financial limitations and restrictions. Students 
also come to camps trying to figure out what they would like to do 
after graduating from college. Industry involvement allows them 
to hear from SD Mines alumni and see where STEM has taken them 
in life,” said Shawna Delaney, director of Youth Programs.

Fashion Show to Highlight Lakota Designers for Identification
In an effort to support local Native artists and break down stereotypes 
tied to American Indian culture, the South Dakota School of Mines 
& Technology will host a fashion show featuring northern plains 
designers, models and art vendors.

The Red Spirit Fashion Show will be at 6 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 13, in 
the Surbeck Center ballroom. The event is hosted by the Multicultural 
Affairs office on campus. 

“We want to showcase American Indian fashion designers,” said 
Jesse Herrera, director of the university’s multicultural affairs office. 
“We want to break down stereotypes that American Indians look 
or dress a certain way.”

In truth, he said, there are many successful American Indian fashion 
designers who create and work with both traditional and 
contemporary designs. The fashion show, which is the first of its 
kind held on campus, will feature local models and local designers, 
Herrera said.

Coordinator Dixie Holy Eagle said the Red Spirit Fashion Show has 
been featured at events such as Lakota Nation Invitational and the 
Central States Fair.

“It’s an honor and pleasure to serve the Native and non-Native 
community in the Black Hills area,” she said. “We hope it brings more 
cultural awareness to the students.”

The activity will do just that, Herrera said. One of the campus initiatives 
is called the Mines Advantage program, which encourages students 
to develop skills, including leadership, community service and global 
diversity.

“We’re trying to create a more well-rounded student who is culturally 
competent,” he said.

Three designers are currently signed up for the show, but Holy Eagle 
said there is room for more. For more information about the event, 
visit http://www.sdsmt.edu/Campus-Life/Student-Services/
Multicultural-Affairs/.
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About Legacy News
Legacy News is produced by the Office of University 
Relations the first Wednesday of each month. The 
newsletter is a compilation of news releases, photos 
and Web articles.

To submit news or story ideas or to subscribe to the 
email distribution list, please contact Fran LeFort, 
communications manager,  at 605.394.6082 or at   
fran.lefort@sdsmt.edu. For more Mines news, visit  
news.sdsmt.edu

Research recently published by a SD Mines professor and his team in Marine 
Geology offers new evidence that a massive underwater landslide combined with 
the 9.1 magnitude earthquake to trigger the deadly tsunami that killed nearly 
20,000 people in Japan.

It was initially thought the earthquake was solely responsible for triggering the 
deadly March 2011 tsunami, but research by SD Mines Professor Timothy Masterlark, 
Ph.D., and his international colleagues discovered new evidence that points to a 
different conclusion.

In most of the affected areas, waves reached about 10 meters, a height easily 
explained by the earthquake’s size – the fifth largest ever measured. However, 
near Japan’s Sanriku Coast, where waves neared 40 meters, the tsunami was 
unusually large even for an earthquake of that magnitude. Masterlark, who 
specializes in modeling, noted that his earthquake models alone were unable to 
reproduce waves of this size.

At the same time, one of Masterlark’s colleagues, David Tappin of the British 
Geological Survey, was looking at the shape of the sea floor where these monstrous 
waves hit. He soon found evidence of a large piece, 40 kilometers by 20 kilometers, 
that appeared as if it had broken off. Masterlark’s and Tappin’s modeling of the 
tsunami and earthquake together reproduced the waves that had devastated 
Japan’s coast, proving what the researchers suspected: the earthquake had 
triggered a underwater landslide the size of Paris, creating a wave that combined 
with the power of the earthquake reached deadly proportions.

They submitted their research to Marine Geology, and a press release was soon 
thereafter published in the prestigious journal Science and picked up by NBC 
News. 

Masterlark said this research is a game changer. “If we want to warn people and 
work with governments, we have to be able to tell them how big tsunamis will 
be, and we can’t do that with just earthquake data. You do an earthquake simulation, 

New Research Proves Underwater Landslide 
Quadrupled Size of Japan’s 2011 Tsunami

then based on that, predict a sea floor shift, and then 
predict the tsunami to give the true worst-case scenario,” 
he explained.

Though a veteran of natural disaster research, having 
studied earthquakes for more than a decade, Masterlark 
is excited about the possibilities such wide publication of 
this research may bring. 

“The scientific community is demanding more information, 
and some of my colleagues are working with folks in Japan 
right now to get a ship to go out there, do more geophysical 
observations and verify the piece that broke off, in order 
to pin down what it looks like. I’m very excited about this 
because it really changes what kinds of tsunamis we can 
predict,” he said. “It’s an opportunity for us to understand 
what we do here at Mines can literally have global impact.”

Masterlark is an associate professor in the Department of 
Geology & Geological Engineering.

“What we do here at Mines can 
literally have global impact.”
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Catching the fall foliage at its 
peak in the United States just became 
a little easier, thanks to the work of 
senior scientist Xiaoyang Zhang of the 
Geospatial Sciences Center of Excellence 
at SDSU.

He and research scientist Yunyue 
“Bob” Yu of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
developed a method to monitor and 
predict changes in leaf coloration using 
satellite imagery. The first images were 
posted Oct. 15.

Previously, fall foliage information 
was based on field observations, Zhang 
said. “We are the first to use satellite 
imagery to observe the fall colors and 
make predictions.” The information is 
updated every three days using data from 
the Visible Infrared Imager Radiometric 
Suite on the Suomi National Polar-
orbiting Parnership satellite launched in 
October 2011.

This research is part of a larger 
effort to document how a changing 
climate affects the timing of the 
vegetation seasons across the world using 

environmental satellite data, according 
Zhang. The work, which began in July 
2013, is supported by a three-year NOAA 
grant for nearly $348,000.

This research can help farmers 
time planting by predicting spring 
green-up and monitoring when drought 
may occur, Zhang said. It can also help 
foresters detect forest changes, including 
disease outbreaks from forest pests.

Zhang and his colleague plan to 
expand their online monitoring system 
and increase the spatial resolution and 
geographic coverage of the images. “We 
will extend this work globally with a 
pixel size of 500 meters,” Zhang said.

This visual image of the changing 
seasons may help the public gain a 
greater understanding of year-by-year 
foliage changes that might over time give 
them a wider view of climate change, 
Zhang pointed out. 

Maps at http://www.star.nesdis.noaa.
gov/star/news2014_201410_FallFoliage.
php show the current foliage status and 
predict what will happen in 10 days. 

Satellite images keep tabs on fall foliage
Senior scientist Xiaoyang Zhang of the Geospatial Sciences Center of Excellence and a colleague from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration developed a method to monitor and predict changes in leaf coloration using satellite imagery.
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“Oasis,” the recently installed bronze sculpture in the 
South Dakota Art Museum’s Anderson Plaza, is the focal point 
of SDSU’s first public space and sculpture intended specifically 

for contemplation, relaxation and 
celebration of art. “Oasis,” created 
by visual arts faculty member 
Scott Wallace, was unveiled and 
dedicated at a ceremony Oct. 24. 
The plaza and public art piece 
were commissioned by Lynn A. 
and Diane Engh Anderson of 
Naples, Florida.

“We are so grateful for 
the opportunity to finish the 
Anderson Plaza with this 
incredible sculpture,” said 
Lynn Verschoor, director of the 
museum. 

“It has been an amazing process to witness, from the 
beginning conversations to the completion and installation. We 
want to thank Lynn and Diane Anderson for their generosity 
and vision.”

The Andersons, formerly of Brookings and Sioux Falls, 
commissioned “Oasis” to be the centerpiece of the Anderson 
Plaza, a space dedicated in 2010 in memory of their daughter, 
Brooke Kristine Anderson, and to honor those who donate 
their time to volunteer at the art museum.

“Oasis,” in part, depicts a splash created by a falling water 
droplet. According to Wallace, this is meant to represent the 
rippling effects of the South Dakota Art Museum throughout 
the region, as well as the impact an individual can make in 
society. The sculpture, which took two years of design and 
creation, was cast in Sioux Falls.

Though he has created seven other large-scale pieces for 
other public university campuses, “Oasis” is Wallace’s first 
sculpture for SDSU.

“I am honored to now have a work included on the 
campus where I have taught for almost 20 years,” said Wallace. 

Premier public art piece 
installed at Art Museum

“Oasis,” as seen from the art 
museum. 

SDSU has been named 11th among four-year schools by 
Military Times in its Best for Vets: Colleges 2015 rankings. 

In their fifth year, the rankings 
factor in the most comprehensive 
school-by-school assessment of 
veteran and military students’ 
success rates.

As with all Best for 
Vets rankings, Best for Vets: 
Colleges 2015 is an editorially 
independent news project that 
evaluates the many factors that 

make an organization a good fit for service members, military 
veterans and their families.

The survey-based Best for Vets: Colleges doesn’t 
manipulate mainstream research to skew more “veteran.” 

The detailed survey requires schools to meticulously 
document a tremendous array of services, special rules, 
accommodations and financial incentives offered to military 
and veteran students and to describe many aspects of veteran 
culture on a campus.

“We factor in what is, to our knowledge, the most detailed 
school-by-school data on veteran students’ academic success 
anywhere, including graduation, retention, persistence and 
course completion rates,” said Amanda Miller, editor of Best 
for Vets. 

Two years ago, only 11 percent of the hundreds of schools 
surveyed could provide that level of detail. This year, that 
figure is up to 45 percent. “By recognizing only the schools 
that do the most, we believe we’re helping to raise the bar in 
veteran student services.”

For the full Best for Vets: Colleges 2015 rankings, go to: 
www.militarytimes.com/bestforvets-colleges2015.

About Military Times
Military Times is published by Gannett Government 

Media. Its digital platforms and newsweeklies are a trusted 
source for independent news and information for service 
members and their families, reporting on topics and issues 
important to their lives.  

To learn more, visit www.militarytimes.com.

Military Times ranks South Dakota 
State 11th-best four-year school
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IMPACTStudents

South Dakota faces the challenge 
of helping American Indian and low-
income students succeed in college.

With $3.6 million in federal funds, 
SDSU along with the state’s five other 
public universities and a tribal college, 
plan to generate momentum for these 
students through the South Dakota 
Jump Start program.

The goal is to serve 900 South 
Dakota students through Jump Start, 
which is a program with the overarching 
goal of propelling students through 
the critical years of postsecondary 
education.

Jump Start identified obstacles 
students face when considering college. 
For example, the program plans to work 
with American Indian students’ fear of 
culture shock, lack of mentorship, fear 
of alienation, financial hardship and 
fear of leaving home.

The first step, and a key component 
of the Jump Start program, will involve 
access advisers visiting and working 
within South Dakota high schools.

Two access advisers, employed by 
the South Dakota Board of Regents, 
will work within 50 South Dakota high 
schools with high numbers of American 
Indian and low-income students. They 
will also work with students in need of 
support outside the target schools.

Access advisers are not recruiters, 
rather supportive mentors who speak 
one-on-one with students and parents, 
and assist with scholarship applications, 
ACT preparation, financial aid 
counseling and more.

“I am excited to show high school 
students the opportunities available 
within our state, while helping them 
and their families navigate the different 
aspects of the college-going process,” 
said Molly Hall-Martin, an enrolled 
member of Lower Brule Sioux Tribe 
and director for student preparation 
success with the South Dakota Board of 
Regents. “The grant will aid in students’ 
transition from high school to college 
life, and create family-like cohorts 
who will serve as support systems 

throughout their educational journey.” 
Earn and learn summers

The foundation of the program is 
the Earn and Learn program. Prior to 
freshman, sophomore and junior year, 
students will have the opportunity to 
live on campus, earn college credit and 
work part time to help pay for their 
education. During their final summer 
of Earn and Learn, students will take 
part in campus internships or conduct 
research with a faculty member.

“The idea is to keep students 
connected with campus during 
the summer, and help them build 
momentum for their upcoming school 
year,” said Laurie Nichols, provost and 
vice president for academic affairs at 
SDSU. “We want students to form tight 
learning communities and friends over 
the summer so they have that support 
throughout the school year.”

The grant provides each student 
with an allowance to buy books, 
computers or class materials.

Each campus will hire a full-time 
retention adviser to support students 
on a personal and educational level 
throughout their college career. “These 
advisers will serve as support systems 
for the students, talking them through 
and helping them with any personal 
issues,” said Nichols. “This is an 

important part of the program that will 
likely show student success.”

At SDSU, students will have access 
to the Oyate Yuwitaya Tipi Inclusive 
Living and Learning Community, where 
they can live and connect with Native 
and non-Native students.
Connection with tribal college

Jump Start will break new ground 
by bringing together state Board of 
Regents universities and the tribal 
college, Oglala Lakota College, located 
on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation.

“OLC has retained a long-standing 
relationship with SDSU,” said Thomas 
Shortbull, OLC president.

Since 1988, State has maintained 
academic collaborations with OLC, 
including credit transfer agreements, 
transfer student experiential learning, 
faculty exchanges and the Prairie Ph.D. 
Program.

“The grant will help address 
issues of access and support for 
underrepresented students in our rural 
state and reservation-based schools,” 
said Shortbull. “It will also assist in 
strengthening this collaboration with 
other state university systems to better 
serve and support the underrepresented 
students in our rural state and 
reservation based schools.”

SDSU, universities look to “Jump Start” students to success

The Jump Start program has a goal to assist 900 students make the transition to college.

continued on page 4
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The passion Nikki Mann and Laura 
Usry have for the remedial reading 
program within University College is 
contagious. Both individuals are in their 
first year with the Read 041 class and 
have made strides despite working with 
students for only several weeks.

Mann, who previously taught in the 
Department of English, and Usry, who 
is in her first year at State, know reading 
is more than just sitting down with a 
fiction or nonfiction book. One of the 
strategies they use to have the students 
become active learners is the SQ3R 
(survey, question, read, recite and review) 
approach.

“When students get here, they hear 
reading and think of reading as English, 
literature and fiction—that’s what they’re 
familiar with in high school,” Usry said.

Usry and Mann said that thought 
process gets students in trouble as they 
have to switch to reading pages upon 
pages of informational text, which needs 
to be approached differently.

“We try to grab them early 
and help them decipher text,” 
Usry said. “We teach them 
strategies—pull details, scan, 
look for main ideas and have 
some organization—and apply 
them to their coursework. The 
skills have been the focus of 
our activities.”

Despite only having the 
classes for several weeks, Mann 
said the feedback she has 
received has been positive.

“The students are happy 
that they can apply it to 
something they have to read 
anyway instead of applying 
it to some random assignment we give 
them,” she said. “They’re able to pick up 
on the patterns found in most textbooks. 
They’re learning how to pull the details, 
organize and study. If you try to read to 
retain the information, you’re going to 
remember less than 10 percent of what 
you read. However, if you’re able to pull 

that information, organize it so it makes 
sense and pull only the information you 
need for studying purposes, you’re going 
to retain more than 90 percent,” Mann 
said. “That’s because you’re rewriting it, 
reorganizing it, employing mnemonic 
devices and you’re required to apply the 
learning strategies to help you retain it.”

Usry, Mann take charge of University College reading program

Laura Usry, left, and Nikki Mann work with Chantal 
Nyinawumwami during a Read 041 class.

More than 500 
universities in the country 
applied for the First in 
the World grant, and 
South Dakota was one 
of 24 to receive funding. 
Administered by the U.S. 
Department of Education’s 
Fund for the Improvement 
of Postsecondary Education, 
the grant program awarded 
institutions with innovative, 
affordable programs aimed 
at student success.

The four-year grant 
went live the first week of 
October.

Marysz Rames, vice 
present for student affairs at 
SDSU and interim president 
at DSU serves as co-principal investigator, alongside Provost 
Nichols. The project director is Rhoda Smith, who served as 

vice president for student 
affairs at Northern State 
University for 10 years.

Under the authority 
of the South Dakota 
Board of Regents, 
SDSU is partnering 
with Black Hills State 
University, Dakota State 
University, Northern 
State University, Oglala 
Lakota College, South 
Dakota School of Mines 
& Technology and the 
University of South 
Dakota.

“We feel very 
fortunate to have 
received funding,” said 
Nichols. “We want to 
make sure we support 

students throughout their education, keep them engaged in the 
college experience and send them into the workforce prepared.”

continued from page 3

SDSU, universities look to “Jump Start” students to success

To assist students entering college, the South Dakota Board of Regents will hire two 
access advisers to work with select high schools.
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SDSU architecture students are 
redesigning and building a passageway 
and seating area outside the Kansas Mall 
in Huron as part of a studio course and 
partnership with the city.

The project is part of an annual 
community commitment the 
Department of Architecture established 
in 2012.

Students received experience 
working on projects they could see in 
their future careers.

Working on the project are 17 
sophomore architecture students 
enrolled in a 5-credit hour course, taught 
by Brian Rex, professor and head of 
the Department of Architecture, and 
assistant professor Federico Garcia 
Lammers.

The architecture department is in 
its fifth year using grant funding from 
four Sioux Falls firms—Arch Inc., Koch 
Hazard, Perspective, TSP Inc.—and 
a four-year grant through the Gage 
Brothers Concrete Products of Sioux 

Falls and National Pre-cast Concrete 
Institute of Chicago.

The first community the department 
worked with was Mobridge in 2013. Next 
fall, they will work with the Webster 
community, followed by Volga.

The Kansas Mall links Huron’s 
main street and a public parking lot 
heavily used by movie theater patrons 
and downtown workers, visitors and 
shoppers. The 4,000-square foot project 
site has a 25-foot wide facade that goes 
back 165 feet to the alley to link to the 
parking.

The students are working with the 
Huron community to design a series 
of spaces to pass through and engage 
on the site. “We’ve been focusing on 
highlighting some of the historical 
buildings nearby and adjacent to the site 
while making a place that will be both 
a passage and destination for activities 
downtown,” Rex said.

“Last year, we found the site 
and initiated the project on an open 

site at the end of their main street in 
Mobridge. This year, Huron came to us 
with a specific site and an agenda for 
the site which is an in-fill site between 
two buildings along the main street 
commercial core rather than at the end 
of it.”

At the first design meeting, student 
teams presented 11 different concepts for 
the mall, which included added lighting, 
planters, trees and water features.

The students must also incorporate 
a steel shelter, benches and picnic tables 
purchased with state and federal land and 
water conservation funds.

Students presented their updated 
concepts to the community Oct. 17.

“We’re no longer solely focusing on 
space and how to shape it. The project 
generates new challenges relating to 
structural arrangement,” said Levi Wager, 
an architecture major from Sioux Falls. 
“Through this course, I hope to gain a 
better grasp of the whole relationship in 
architectural design.”

IMPACTStudents

Student architects tackle Huron mall design project
Architecture students discuss the Kansas Mall design project with community leaders in Huron.
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Honors College awarded USDA grant to meet ‘grand challenges’

Honors students will be better 
prepared to tackle some of today’s 

biggest 
challenges, 
thanks to a new 
grant from the 
United States 
Department of 
Agriculture.

The Van D. 
and Barbara B. 
Fishback Honors 
College received 
a three-year 
grant to create 

new courses, research projects and 
internships for students interested in 
food, agriculture and natural resources.

The USDA’s National Institute of 
Food and Agriculture Higher Education 
Challenge Grants Program awarded 
$136,500, with $36,125 in matching 
funds to support the “Meeting the 
Grand Challenges” project, directed 
by Fishback Honors College Dean Tim 
Nichols.

The USDA identified five grand 
challenges facing today’s society 
involving food, agriculture and the 
environment. They are sustainable 
energy, climate change, hunger and food 
access, obesity and food safety. 

“We are developing educational 
opportunities around these grand 
challenges,” said Nichols. He explained 
the grant will help support a new series 
of interdisciplinary courses that bring 
together faculty and students from 
across the university to learn about 
these challenges in a systems-based, 
multidisciplinary way. 

The grant will also fund a series 
of research experiences for students 
interested in pursuing summer research 
related to the grand challenges. “SDSU 
faculty are actively engaged in research 
around these important issues, and 
grant support will help our students 
become more involved in this exciting 
work,” Nichols said.

“We also intend to extend our 
work around the grand challenges to 

youth in the community,” Nichols said. 
Through a partnership Fishback Honors 
College holds with the Boys and Girls 
Club in Brookings and Lake Andes, 
honors students will bring what they are 
learning about the grand challenges to 
younger audiences.

The grant’s culminating piece 
involves developing a “Grand Challenge 
Scholar” designation, which will credit 
students who complete coursework and 
either a research or outreach project. 
The program’s planning process will 
take place this fall, followed by research 
projects beginning next summer and 
honors courses beginning next fall. A 
new honors course on energy is already 
underway.

“These grand challenges will 
demand our best and brightest minds 

working across disciplines to come 
up with solutions and innovative 
approaches,” said Nichols. “So, the 
Fishback Honors College provides an 
ideal platform for bringing students and 
faculty together to do this work.”

Nichols said the USDA’s Challenge 
Grants Program supports new ideas 
and approaches that can be models for 
others interested in similar initiatives. 

“We’re excited to roll out 
this project,” said Nichols. “We 
are appreciative of the faculty, 
administrators and community leaders 
who have supported and contributed 
to the development of the proposal 
and, ultimately, its funding. We are 
committed to making a positive 
difference with the investment of the 
funds from the USDA.”

Tim Nichols

The Bureau of Labor Statistics 
predicts that employment 
opportunities for meeting, convention 
and event planners will grow by 33 
percent by 2022. To help individuals 
to enter those careers, SDSU has 
started a minor in events and facilities 
administration this semester.

The minor allows students to 
develop leadership skills and make 
decisions based on best practices 
while learning facility administration, 
facility management and design, and 
marketing. In addition, students will 
learn what it takes to plan and promote 
successful events—an area of projected 
employment growth in South Dakota 
and throughout the United States. 
As a result, enrollment is expected to 
double by the program’s third year.

“The minor is open to anyone who 
might be interested in becoming better 
at planning events or enter the field 
of events/facility management,” Jane 
Hegland, associate dean for the College 
of Education and Human Sciences 

and department head of consumer 
sciences, said. She added students have 
been asking for this minor or more 
courses in this field throughout her 14-
year career at State.

With the right people in place, the 
time is right for this new minor.

“Experience in this field is 
applicable to many fields. This minor 
will allow one to focus on the details 
that make an event great—details 
people only notice when things don’t 
go smoothly,” Hegland said.

Students will receive experience 
in planning, budgeting, implementing 
conferences, meetings and other 
special events in the public or private 
sectors.There are 12 required credits 
that can come from a total of five 
classes. Of those five classes, only 
one—Advanced Events and Facilities 
Administration—is new.

Students also have six classes as 
well as an internship opportunity to 
choose from for electives to complete 
the 18-credit minor.

University now offers events and 
facilities administration minor
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SDSU students comprised more 
than one-third of the 22,500 students 
enrolled in a distance education 
course last year at South Dakota public 
universities. In a report prepared recently 
for the South Dakota Board of Regents, 
South Dakota State had 7,670 students 
enrolled in distance education courses. 
Since 2010, SDSU has increased its online 
students by 34 percent, which is nearly 
2,000 additional online students.

“Online learning remains strong 
at SDSU,” Lindsey Hamlin, director 
of SDSU’s Office of Continuing and 
Distance Education, said. “That trend is 
a direct result of the quality and rigor of 
our student-centered online programs.”

Distance-based students are also 
successful in the classroom. Excluding 
students who dropped or withdrew 

before the end of the semester, a higher 
percentage of distance-based students 
(91.8 percent) earned a creditable grade 
than did face-to-face students (91.1 
percent).

In general, those students enrolled 
at a South Dakota public university 
enrolling in distance-based coursework 
tend to be undergraduates, part-time 
enrollers, females and South Dakota 
residents.

SDSU is among the top 3.3 percent 
of U.S. higher education institutions 
serving more than 3,000 online 
students—this top percentage dominates 
50 percent of total online market share.

This week, SDSU celebrates National 
Distance Learning Week. Sponsored 
by the SDSU Office of Continuing and 
Distance Education as well as the United 

States Distance Learning Association, 
NDLW recognizes and celebrates the 
growth and accomplishments of distance 
learning. The Office of Continuing and 
Distance Education is hosting several 
virtual events throughout the week 
including social media trivia, a virtual 
food drive and a selfie photo contest.

The Office of Continuing and 
Distance Education is the hub for 
online degree and certificate programs, 
University Centers collaboration, 
noncredit offerings and professional 
development seminars. All services 
and activities are intended to expand 
the reach of the university to a diverse 
community of distance learners 
so as to build human capital and 
foster knowledge-based economic 
development.

Distance education continues to post strong enrollments

Set another place at your dinner table. 
Bake extra cookies. Buckle in another 
passenger on your next road trip. Share 
your family time with an international 
student as part of SDSU’s Friendship 
Family Program.

Sponsored by the Office of 
International Affairs, the Friendship 
Family Program matches current 
international undergraduate and graduate 
students with Brookings community 
families as a way for international students 
to experience life in the U.S. while 
providing an opportunity for U.S. families 
to learn directly about other cultures.

Representing approximately 80 
countries from around the world, 
SDSU’s international students bring a 
variety of backgrounds and perspectives 
to Brookings. The Friendship Family 
Program helps facilitate connections 
between these international students and local families, 
building greater understanding and appreciation for the 
diversity of culture right here in the Brookings community.

“As a friendship family, you can impact the life of 
an international student,” said Greg Wymer, director of 
international students and scholars. “By becoming a student’s 
family away from home, you will be able to give him or her 
insight into U.S. culture that many international students never 

get a chance to experience.”
No matter the size of the family, all 

local community members are invited to 
participate.

“Think of your student as a new 
member of your family. Include him 
or her in informal dinners, holiday 
celebrations, outings and campus events,” 
said Kirsten Linke, international student 
adviser.

Once a friendship family is matched 
with an international student, the family 
is asked to connect with the student and 
engage in activities like picking apples, 
carving pumpkins, cheering on the 
Jackrabbits at an athletics event, attending 
a concert, etc. Friendship families are 
encouraged to include students on 
everyday activities such as grocery 
shopping and walking the dog to complete 
the experience of U.S. culture.

“Through this cross-cultural relationship, our hope is that 
your families and our students will be able to enhance each 
other’s global perspectives and gain a meaningful, fulfilling and 
lasting friendship,” said Linke.

Applications are currently being accepted and students 
can be placed on an ongoing basis. To apply to become a SDSU 
Friendship Family, visit the Friendship Family Web page or 
contact the Office of International Affairs at 688-4122.

University starts international Friendship Family Program

Jinyeong Moon carves pumpkins with her 
Friendship Family.
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Two professors in pursuit of 
strengthening their global perspective 
headed more than 5,500 miles east 
from their Brookings home to Istanbul, 
Turkey.

A yearlong sabbatical, spent in 
Hande Briddick’s home country, served 
as an educational and rewarding 
adventure for her and husband, Chris. 

The College of Education and 
Human Sciences associate professors, 
who teach within SDSU’s Department of 
Counseling and Human Development, 
left for Istanbul in August 2013 and 
returned this July.

Hande, originally from Ankara, 
was made aware of an opportunity in 
2012 regarding teaching in a Turkish 
university. Upon further discussion, 
Hande and Chris were invited to teach 
at Bahcesehir University in Istanbul. As 
part of their agreement, the professors 
taught both graduate and undergraduate 
courses within both the faculties of 
Educational Sciences and Art and 
Sciences.

The K-8 is connected with BAU’s 
“University Within Schools” program, 
which encourages each faculty member 
in BAU Educational Sciences to work 
closely with K-12 schools for continual 
professional development and skill 
enhancement.

The 
professors said 
their primary 
task at the K-8 
school was 
helping where it 
was needed.

“We asked 
the principal 
how we could 
assist, and she 
welcomed us 
aboard like 
regular staff 
members,” 
said Chris. 
“It was truly 
a welcomed 
adventure 
within an 
adventure.”

Hande, 
in collaboration with Bahcesehir 
Etiler principal Naime Demirbas 
and Bahcesehir Kollejleri counseling 
department chair Ozen Yazgan, 
developed Life and Career Skills 
curriculum for elementary students. 
American School Counselor Association 
standards and 21st Century Skills 
provided perspective in curriculum 
development.

Among Hande’s other projects 

were two short curricula on listening 
skills and friendship for elementary 
students, prepared in collaboration with 
school counselors Sibel Peste, Sebnem 
Zeybek and Eda Arslantas Girgin. “The 
collaboration was critical in offering 
culturally sensitive and appropriate 
materials for children,” said Hande.

Chris developed a five-week father’s 
club discussion group, which brought 
together fathers of the students to discuss 
issues concerning their children, campus 
and the community.  
Dean Thorngren visits

College of Education and Human 
Sciences Dea-n Jill Thorngren took a 
five-day trip to Istanbul in March to 
meet with the faculty and search for 
collaborative opportunities between the 
two universities.

“In Turkey, universities immerse 
the student teachers in the elementary 
schools and have extended internships, 
which we are moving toward as well,” 
said Thorngren. “SDSU and BAU also 
share a commitment to the 21st Century 
Skills, which prepare students for 
globalization, and emphasize teamwork 
through critical thinking, problem-
solving, communication and social 
responsibility.”

Professors help with Turkish ‘Univeristy Within Schools’ program

Bahcesehir Etiler principal Naime Demirbas, left, College of Education and 
Human Sciences Dean Jill Thorngren, center, and College of EHS associate 
professor Hande Briddick, right, pose by a history of Turkey exhibit on 
display at the primary K-8 school in Istanbul, Turkey.

An ecohouse “Ekolojik Ev” on the Bahcesehir K-8 campus in Istanbul, Turkey, serves an 
educational tool for teachers to connect hands-on activities with classroom curriculum. The 
solar- and wind-powered building, heated with a 100-year-old wood-burning stove is available 
for first- through eighth-grade use.
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Thorngren said an academic 

collaboration between SDSU and 
BAU is on the horizon, thanks to the 
Briddicks’ efforts over the past year.

“We worked many, many hours, 
but the experience was invaluable,” 
said Hande, who stressed the 
importance of students and professors 
taking time to study and work 
abroad. “We live in the era of an ever 
increasing global perspective, and it 
requires us to think and engage on that 
level.”

Chris and Hande said the 
experience helped them grow, 
personally and professionally.

The Briddicks recognize the 
campus support they received across 
the board at both at SDSU and BAU.

“The lessons learned and 
the informative nature of this 
experience will resonate with us for 
years to come,” said Chris. “It was 
transformative indeed.”

Administrators place priority on hiring 
foreign language instructors and emphasize 
the study of a second language early in 
a student’s experience as a means of 
providing students with a competitive 
edge for their futures. The Briddicks 
cited as examples their host school in 
the community and their son’s preschool 
setting where both English and Turkish 
were emphasized across the curriculum 
and activities. They noted while their 
4-year-old son Sinan had received some 
prior exposure to Turkish language, the 
educational setting and its approach 
fostered his proficiency in Turkish within 
four months. 

Food science professor Padmanaban 
Krishnan received a four-year grant 
geared toward getting corn co-products to 
the food market.

With a $576,000 project budget for 
the Minnesota Corn Growers Association 
grant, Krishnan will work with the food 
and ethanol industries with the goal of 
bringing food-grade dried distiller’s grain 
(DDG) to the commercial marketplace.

Both industries will need research 
data on food ingredient quality standards, 
commercial processing steps, scale-up 
production and cost-effectiveness.

Regulatory aspects of such an 
ingredient will also be pursed. Much 
of the research will focus on providing 
answers to research questions posed by 
the industry.

Krishnan’s work over the past 20 
years laid the pathway for the grant 
when the concept of DDG use in food 
received national attention in 2012 and 
2013. Following that, the Minnesota Corn 
Growers Association board of directors 
invited Krishnan to make a presentation 
at their meeting. They then invited a 
proposal from Krishnan.

“There is intrinsic nutritional value in 
something that is 38 percent protein and 
40 percent dietary fiber,” said Krishnan. 
“Everywhere in the world someone 
needs protein for nutrition and someone 
needs dietary fiber for health and disease 
prevention.”

According to Krishnan, other grant 
outcomes will include gaining new 
knowledge on developing low-glycemic 
index ingredients in diabetic diets, 
isolation and recovery of high-value 
nutraceutical substances from corn 
pigments, high protein supplements 
for international feeding programs and 
gluten-free products.

Krishnan’s work is not only in adding 
health value to baked foods, but also 
in increasing corn’s economic value to 
farmers and the marketplace.

DDG comes from the ethanol-
making process. Currently, one third of 
the corn bushel, which is 56 pounds, is 

made into distiller’s grain, one third is 
made into ethanol, and the other third is 
released into the air as carbon dioxide. 
This co-product, CO2, can be trapped and 
used as a solvent in the processing steps 
for DDG. Under certain conditions of 
pressure and temperature, CO2 becomes 
a powerful solvent. This phenomenon is 
called supercritical fluid extraction. “Not 
different than using spritzer or club soda 
to remove stains from linen,” Krishnan 
said. 

Krishnan then grinds the DDG into 
flour and sterilizes it. The DDG is then 
food-grade and ready for use in the test 
kitchen. “There isn’t a food item yet on the 
market containing DDG, but the research 
is geared toward getting us there,” said 
Krishnan.

DDG can then be substituted for 
flour or added into baked goods, tortillas, 
pizza crust, noodles and more to increase 
fiber and protein content, while reducing 
calories.

“The trick is to add modest amounts 
in a whole range of foods as opposed 
to large amounts being added to select 
foods,” said Krishnan. Flat breads, for 
example, can easily handle up to 20 
percent DDG, while cookies and bread 
can handle 6 to 10 percent. 

When substituting DDG in baked 
goods, taste is a crucial, along with shelf-
stability and sensory characteristics.

Krishnan has baked many different 
food items using DDG, and the taste-test 
results almost always come out favorably. 
He has faith in the science behind it, 
and plans to produce a nutritional food 
product that consumers trust and enjoy. 

“DDG is currently priced at $95 per 
ton. It used to be sold at $269 per pound 
not too long ago,” Krishnan said. “At the 
current cost of 5 cents per pound for the 
raw material, it represents a product that 
shows immense potential for economic 
improvement.

“We are sitting on gold mines. DDG 
could be used to solve the world’s food 
problems as well as increase farmer 
profitability.”

Food science professor receives grant  
to bring corn co-product to market
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“CSI” and “Numbers” lead many 
people to believe that forensic science 
is a highly technical field relying on 
experts that always have a definitive 
answer about culpability.

In fact, forensic statistics is a 
relatively new field that is working 

to establish 
investigative 
techniques and 
quantitative 
methods that 
ensure accuracy 
in suspect 
identification. 
There are about 
25 statisticians 
worldwide 
working in 

forensics science. Two of these happen 
to be in the mathematics and statistics 
department at South Dakota State and 
have recently received a $780,300 grant 
to advance the science.

Assistant professors Chris Saunders 
and Cedric Neumann collaborated 
to prepare a grant proposal to work 
on the interpretation of pattern and 
impression evidence.

At the end of September, they 
received notice from the National 
Institute of Justice that their three-year 
proposal was being funded. 

It’s the first grant to SDSU 
faculty from the National Institute 
of Justice, the research, development 
and evaluation agency of the U.S. 
Department of Justice.

Both Neumann and Saunders are 
relative newcomers to SDSU.

Neumann, a Swiss native, is in his 
second year in the mathematics and 
statistics department at State, coming 
from Penn State after working for the 
United Kingdom’s Forensic Science 
Service.

Saunders, a California native, is in 
his third year in the mathematics and 

statistics department at State, coming 
from George Mason University in 
Fairfax, Virginia, and worked as an 
intelligence community fellow with the 
FBI.

It wasn’t by chance that both ended 
up on the Dakota prairie. The men 
have known each other since 2006 and 
formed a bond based on mutual respect 
for their respective work in forensic 
statistics. That was what, in large part, 
led Neumann to leave Penn State to 
forge new collaborations on the prairie.

Statistical accuracy in court
In a February 2012 article in 

Significance, the magazine of the Royal 
Statistical Society and the American 
Statistical Society, Neumann said some 
courts are scrutinizing fingerprints 
because of shortcomings in the way 
the probable value of the evidence is 
weighed and reported.

“Fingerprints have been used 
for more than a century as a way 

‘Numbers’ meets ‘CSI’ at State:  
Forensic statisticians awarded major federal grant

Math and statistics department assistant professors Chris Saunders, left, and Cedric Neumann eye a small portion of the math involved in 
creating formulas that can be used to evaluate forensics evidence. The men received a $780,300 grant from the National Institute of Justice to 
advance their work.

Chris Saunders
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of identifying criminals. However, 
fingerprint evidence is not currently 
permitted to be reported in court 
unless examiners claim with absolute 
certainly that a mark has been left by a 
particular suspect.

“This courtroom certainly is based 
purely on the opinion of experts, 
formed through years of training and 
experience, but not on scientific data. 
Less-than-certain fingerprint evidence 
is not reported at all, without regard for 
the potential weight and relevance of 
the evidence in a case,” Neumann wrote 
in Significance.

By establishing the accuracy of 
likelihood ratios, a statistic used to 
quantify the probable value of forensic 
evidence, “courts can begin trusting 
statistical models when used to report 
evidence,” Neumann said.

Saunders, whose background has 
been in supporting FBI investigations, 
added, “A uniform way of evaluating 
evidence will make it easier for an 
agency to decide whether to pursue a 
suspect or not.”

As Saunders was completing 
his doctorate in statistics at the 
University of Kentucky in 2006, he was 
recruited to do work for the FBI in 
pattern recognition and handwriting 
identification. He spent the next two 
years as an intelligence community 
postdoctoral research fellow at George 
Mason.

After the fellowship ended, 
Saunders continued as an assistant 
research professor in the document 
forensics lab at George Mason until 
coming to State.

In summer 2013, Saunders was a 
visiting scientist with the FBI lab doing 
forensics research. “The FBI is trying to 
build up a group of statisticians because 
forensics researchers at the federal 
level understand the need for statistical 
methods to quantify evidence,” he said. 
 
Help law enforcement

The National Institute of Justice-
sponsored project, called “ambitious” 
by one grant reviewer, makes classic 
DNA forensic profiling seem simple. In 
fact, from a forensics viewpoint, it is, 

SDSU faculty members Saunders and 
Neumann say.

“With DNA, there is a well-
developed probability structure,” 

Neumann 
said. DNA 
sample, the 
sequencing falls 
in a handful 
of ordered 
patterns. 
Neumann 
and Sanders 
will focus 
on evidence 
much more 

complicated than DNA.
“We will be working on highly 

dimensional characterization of 
evidence, where building statistical 
models is extremely complicated,” 
Neumann said. “Our objective is to build 
a solid foundation on which other people 
can build.”

Saunders said, “This work is more 
theoretical than we’ve done in the past. 
This grant funding is to characterize the 
foundation for that.”

He said they will start with 
objects that are simple in nature, such 
as glass fragments from a broken 
window, where they would look at low 
dimension characteristics like chemical 
composition and refraction index. 
Neumann called that a “baby problem.” 

As their statistical models prove 
accurate, they would apply them 
to more complex evidence, such 
as fingerprints, firearms and more 
complicated chemical data, such as the 
composition of fibers, he said.

The bottom line is that eventually 
investigators could use their work 
to determine the probability that a 
particular trace recovered at a crime 
scene (such as a fingerprint or a 
bullet) was left by a suspect or using a 
particular weapon.

The outcome being that forensic 
investigators could use established 
probability models to evaluate 
evidence. “If we can establish how good 
of an estimate the probability value is, 
it will help the agency or the court trust 
the forensic evidence,” Neumann said.

Doctoral students to assist
In their SDSU project, Neumann 

and Saunders will be assisted by 
Danica Ommen, a doctoral student in 
statistics, and another student yet to be 
selected.

The $780,300 project budget 
covers Neumann’s and Saunders’ 
summer salary, 20 percent of their 
academic load, two doctoral students 
and presentations at one conference 
per year for both Neumann and 
Saunders and one international 
conference. 

They also plan to publish results in 
several peer-reviewed journals.

“Statisticians now can come up 
with radically different probability 
values for the same fingerprint,” 
Saunders said. “We have to find a 
way to take raw data and turn it into 
probabilities. Then forensic experts 
wouldn’t have to say ‘I think’ and make 
subjective determinations.”

That could have a “lasting impact 
on the nation’s criminal justice system,” 
SDSU math department head Kurt 
Cogswell said.

IMPACTResearch

This drawing illustrates how fingerprint 
features are extracted and organized for 
statistical analysis. The black dots represent 
the features, the arrows represent their 
direction. The gray lines represent the friction 
ridges on the skin of the finger. The gray 
letters represent the name of the variables 
used to represent the features.

Cedric Neumann
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Assistant professor 

Senthil Subramanian 
has become the first 
SDSU plant scientist to 
receive a National Science 
Foundation Faculty Early 
Career Development award.

The NSF Career grant 
is given to junior faculty 
who exemplify the role of 
teacher-scholars through 
outstanding research, 
excellent education and the 
integration of education 
and research. Subramanian 
is the fifth SDSU faculty 
member since 1997 to 
receive this award.

The five-year grant 
for nearly $660,000 will 
support research to identify 
the plant mechanisms 
that direct and coordinate 
formation of the soybean nodule.

Using this knowledge, Subramanian 
hopes to develop soybeans that are 
more efficient in making nodules and 
fixing nitrogen by manipulating the 
molecular mechanisms that regulate 
these functions.

If this can be done with legumes, 
such as soybeans, perhaps this trait can 
be transferred to other crops that don’t 
fix nitrogen, he added.

Crops that produce more nitrogen 
will require less fertilizer, thus lowering 
production costs and reducing the 
potential for runoff that can impact 
the environment, according to 
Subramanian.

His participation in a six-month 
proposal development program 
sponsored by the Board of Regents and 
South Dakota’s Experimental Program 
to Stimulate Competitive Research 
which also gave him feedback through 
external reviewers helped him prepare a 
strong proposal, Subramanian said. 

In addition, he said, “I am fortunate 
to have a hardworking team and an 
academic mentor and department head 
who get excited about my work. All this 
is very encouraging.”

 
Making usable nitrogen

While nitrogen is abundant in the 
atmosphere, it is not in a form plants 
can use, Subramanian explained. 
Legumes, such as soybean plants, have 
the capacity to form mutually beneficial 
relationships with bacteria in the soil to 
fix nitrogen.

“The plant houses the bacteria 
in a structure where the biochemical 
conditions are conducive for the 
bacteria to fix nitrogen,” Subramanian 
said. The plant provides the bacteria 
with carbohydrates and gets nitrogen in 
return.

The bacteria, called Rhizobium, 
enter the root cells of young plants and 
trigger the formation of nodules to 
house the bacteria, he explained. Within 
the nodules, two distinct zones—one 
that fixes the nitrogen and another that 
transports it to the plant—are formed 
from the same pre-existing root cells. 
Determining target genes

The expression of specific genes 
in a particular root cell determine 
its fate—the zone in which it will 
function, Subramanian explained, so 
he is identifying which micro-RNAs 

direct gene expression 
to achieve this 
differentiation.

“We need to know 
what signal makes a 
cell contribute to one 
zone or another,” he 
explained.

Subramanian 
compared micro-RNAs 
to the brakes of a car.

“Micro-RNA 
regulates the levels 
of the target gene’s 
activity,” he explained. 

This means 
keeping its activity 
under a particular 
threshold, confining 
the activity to specific 
cell types and properly 
timing the increase 
and decrease of the 

activity levels. These interactions affect 
the plant’s nodule development and its 
subsequent ability to fix nitrogen.

Through research funded by 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Subramanian and his research team 
have documented how micro-RNA 160 
affects nodule development. 

“Micro-RNA 160 levels must be 
low in developing nodules, but high 
in mature nitrogen-fixing nodules,” 
Subramanian said.

Subramanian’s research has 
identified nearly 150 micro-RNAS that 
may potentially affect nodule formation 
through support from the Agricultural 
Experiment Station and the South 
Dakota Soybean Research Council.

For the NSF Career project, he 
will identify the key roles of specific 
micro-RNAs in the formation of the two 
nodule zones. 

In addition, a portion of the project 
will enable Subramanian to reach out to 
high school biology teachers and their 
students to spark interest in science and 
technology. 

He will work closely with the 
SDSU Institute for Stem Education to 
accomplish this.

Plant scientist receives National Science Foundation Career award

Assistant professor Senthil Subramanian examines nodules 
on sobybean roots as part of his work to delveop varieties 
that are more effient in making nodules and fixing nitrogen.
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Three faculty members from 
Northern State University and South 
Dakota State University have been 
named Dacotah Bank Scholars. Dacotah 
Bank will provide financial support for 
NSU to share curriculum and resources 
in banking and financial services with 
SDSU. The award will also support 
SDSU sharing its agricultural economics 
and agribusiness programs with NSU 
students.

Dacotah Bank has made a $240,000 
renewable commitment for three years 
to support the collaboration between 
the universities. The announcement 
was made during a ceremony on the 
NSU campus as part of the recent South 
Dakota Board of Regents meeting.

Rodney Fouberg, chairman of the 
Dacotah Banks Inc. board, said the 
collaboration is what attracted the bank 
to the program. “It makes sense to use 
resources available at NSU and SDSU to 
enhance the educational experience. We 
expect that students studying banking, 
ag economics and agribusiness will be 
even better prepared when they begin 
their careers. When students broaden 
their education, Dacotah Bank benefits.”

Nicole Klein is the SDSU Dacotah 
Bank Scholar in agribusiness and 
agricultural economics. Todd Muehler 
and Robert Preston are the NSU 
Dacotah Bank Scholars in banking and 
financial services. Klein is a professor 
of agricultural marketing and farm 
and ranch management. Muehler and 
Preston are assistant professors of 
banking and financial services.

The Dacotah Bank Scholars are 
responsible for leading the collaboration 
and its promotion, student recruitment 
and advising, engagement with industry, 
and course and curricula development. 

Muehler said he’s honored to be 
part of this joint venture. “It took a great 
deal of vision to see this private-public 
partnership. I would like to see more 
of this kind of collaboration,” he said. 
Muehler, who grew up in rural North 

Dakota, joined NSU in 2013. He holds 
a bachelor of business administration 
degree and a law degree from the 
University of North Dakota. Muehler 
was admitted to the bar in North 
Dakota and Minnesota. Muehler was a 
law clerk for the United States District 
Court in Bismarck, North Dakota, and 
then began his 20-year career in the 
financial services industry, with an 
emphasis in trust management.

“It’s a wonderful opportunity to 
enhance our ability to collaborate on a 
needed resource for the community,” 
said Preston, Dacotah Bank Scholar 
from NSU. He has a B.A. in economics 
and master of business administration 
from the University of Minnesota, 
as well as a law degree from William 
Mitchell College of Law in St. Paul, 
Minnesota. Preston began teaching 
at NSU in 2012. In his career, he has 
consulted for more than 150 banks and 
financial institutions in a wide variety 
of legal, operational, and managerial 
capacities. He has served as a bank 
examiner, internal auditor, CEO, 
CFO, and COO of several financial 
organizations.

“The collaboration will enhance 
learning at both institutions. The 
exchange of ideas and curriculum 
will allow the students to double 
their networks,” Klein said. She has a 
B.A. from SDSU in mathematics and 
economics, with M.S. and doctor of 
philosophy degrees from Kansas State 
University in agricultural economics. 
She served on the board of directors for 
the First Bank of White for 10 years. She 
also works with the S.D. chapter of the 
American Society of Farm Managers 
and Rural Appraisers.

President David L. Chicoine said 
the collaboration will build a better 
South Dakota. “Working directly with 
the stakeholders, such as Dacotah Bank 
that will be employing our graduates, we 
were able to put the right people, places 
and partners together,” Chicoine said. 
“The collaboration makes it possible to 
translate and transfer knowledge where 
it’s needed most.”

Referring to the two schools’ 
mascots, Chicoine used levity to 
summarize the new program, “We want 
to show that Jackrabbits and Wolves can 
play well together.”

IMPACTPartnerships
Dacotah Bank, Northern State, South Dakota State 
collaborate to create Dacotah Bank Scholars

Front row, from left, Joe Senger, Dacotah Bank executive vice president; James Smith, Northern 
State president; Rodney Fouberg, Dacotah Banks Inc., chairman of the board; Richard Westra, 
Dacotah Bank president and CEO; David L. Chicoine, SDSU president; and Chad Bergan, Dacotah 
Bank CFO. Back row, from left, Brad Moore, Dacotah Bank mid-Dakota regional president; Dave 
Gibson, Dacotah Bank Brookings market president; Todd Jordre, president and CEO of NSU 
Foundation; and Keith Mahlum, vice president for development with the SDSU Foundation.
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IMPACTPeople

Sarah Vaa has been named the September Civil Service 
Employee of the Month at State.

Vaa has been a secretary for the college of pharmacy 
for five years. Born and raised in 
Brookings, she graduated from 
Concordia College with a bachelor’s 
degree in education studies. In her 
free time, she is a member of the 
Sons of Norway, serves as a mentor 
with the Nordic Nimble Feet dance 
group and also participates in bell 
choir.

Vaa would like to extend her 
thanks and appreciation to everyone 
involved with her nomination as 
employee of the month.

In letters of support, co-workers said Vaa is an enthusiastic 
and positive employee whose welcoming demeanor creates a 
friendly environment for all who visit the office.

“As coordinator of student services for the college 
of pharmacy, I have had the opportunity to get to know 
Sarah on both a professional and personal level,” said 
Teresa Delfinis. “Sarah is organized, efficient and extremely 
competent. In addition, she has an excellent rapport with 

students, faculty and staff within the college of pharmacy, as 
well as across the SDSU campus. In fact, students and faculty 
go to Sarah for advice and assistance because they appreciate 
her cheerful smile and ability to focus on their unique needs. 
Sarah is never too busy to assist a student, faculty member or 
colleague and is always willing to share her expertise.”

Dan Hansen, assistant dean for student services in the 
college of pharmacy, said, “As a secretary for the college of 
pharmacy, Sarah plays a key role here in the main office and 
is an integral part of the student services team. The thing I 
appreciate the most about Sarah is her ability to work well 
with others. Sarah is quite patient and always takes the time 
to help others out however she can. When given a new task, 
Sarah asks appropriate questions to understand expectations, 
gets to work and seems excited to have a new opportunity. 
She takes great pride in her work.”

“Sarah is very kind, courteous, patient and helpful to all 
of the students, faculty and guests,” said Vickie Prussman, 
senior secretary in the college of pharmacy. “Sometimes 
students are lined up beyond her desk to hand things in or 
to ask questions. She is always very professional and treats 
everyone as a friend. You can tell the students enjoy meeting 
and visiting with her, a quality you want in the first person 
people see when they come through the door.” 

Vaa named September Civil Service Employee of the Month

Sarah Vaa

Ervin Colbeck

Ervin Colbeck has been named the October Civil Service 
Employee of the Month at SDSU.

Colbeck has been a facilities maintenance staff member 
with the Department of Residential Life for six years. He also 

worked for the university for six years 
in the 1970s. He is a veteran of the 
U.S. Navy, U.S. Navy Reserve and 
South Dakota Army National Guard. 
Colbeck and Betty, his wife of 45 
years, live in Aurora.

Colbeck served as a volunteer 
firefighter in Aurora for 13 years 
and is currently a member of the 
city planning and zoning board. The 
Colbecks have two grown children 
and four grandchildren.

In letters of support, coworkers said Colbeck is a 
hard worker who is always willing to help those who need 
assistance.

Residential life director Jeff Hale said, “As a director who 
inherited numerous staff, I am pleased that Erv is willing 
to consider feedback, new approaches and readiness to try 
whatever is expected from his supervisor. Erv wants to get it 

right. He works hard to make sure students and staff members 
who depend on him have the best service we can offer. Erv 
makes others feel valued, regardless of where someone is 
coming from. The campus is better as a result of having Erv 
Colbeck on staff.”

“Erv is always willing to help with any situation we may be 
faced with in a constructive, positive manner,” said Jeff Vostad, 
director of TRiO Student Support Services. 

“His mechanical ability and can-do attitude are obviously 
second nature to Erv and are nearly priceless to those of us 
who reside in his assigned area. 

“Students and staff alike interact with Erv very easily and 
directly in any level of problem or need. Regardless of whom 
he is dealing with, Erv is always kind, patient, upbeat, quick 
with a smile and, at all times, ready to help.”

All SDSU Employee of the Month selections are 
determined through a nomination process by the Civil Service 
Advisory Council.

Each civil service employee of the month receives an 
appreciation monetary gift from the F.O. Butler Foundation. 
The trustees of the foundation recognize the importance of 
civil service employees and take this opportunity to thank 
them for their exemplary service.

Colbeck named October Civil Service Employee of the Month
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Graphic designer Virginia Coudron has been named 
Civil Service Employee of the Month for November. Coudron 
has worked for University Marketing and Communications 

for 27 years. 
A Marshall, Minnesota, farm 

girl, Coudron became a South 
Dakotan in 1972 after graduating 
with a commercial art degree from 
Alexandria (Minnesota) Vocational 
Institute. 

She was employed as a graphic 
designer for SDSU Agricultural 
Communications and later worked 
10 years for South Dakota Public 
Broadcasting. 

When nominating her for 
the employee of the month, coworkers said Coudron is a 
professional, dedicated and talented designer who works 
diligently to complete all projects to the best of her ability.

“Virginia works tirelessly for the betterment of SDSU,” 
said nominator Andrea Kieckhefer, manager of creative 
services and branding. “She gives the same effort to every 
project she’s assigned, whether it’s for the president’s office 

or a student organization. There are no small projects as far 
as Virginia is concerned. Anyone who works with Virginia 
can take comfort in the fact that the finished piece will be 
polished and professional. In short, Virginia is an invaluable 
asset to SDSU and I can think of no one more deserving of 
the employee of the month honor.”

Virginia pursues another career as a fine artist painter. 
She portrays western, wildlife and portraiture in her painting 
and does a contemporary series called “The Human Land.” 
She displays her works at a number of midwestern art shows. 
Virginia is also a member of Artist Ride, an invitation-only 
event for contemporary western artists who meet annually 
on the Shearer ranch near Wall. The event features historical 
re-enactments used as reference materials for artists.

Virginia also enjoys fishing, camping, hiking, traveling, 
photography and anything dealing with the outdoors.

“Virginia Coudron is an amazing asset to this office 
and to the university,” said Mark Luebker, strategic 
communications coordinator. “I can’t believe it’s taken us so 
long to nominate her for employee of the month. Her work 
ethic is second to none. She’s a true professional and has 
the respect and affection of everyone she works with. Any 
organization would be thrilled to have Virginia on the team.”

Coudron named November Civil Service Employee of the Month

Virginia Coudron

The SDSU Biology and Microbiology Graduate 
Student Association hosted an art competition featuring 
artwork submitted by students within the department 
that illustrated a biological process or structure.

The winner was Aldon Myrlie of Brandon. His piece, 
titled “Cyanobacteria Under the Sun,” was awarded a 
$500 travel fund. Martha Reed, from Racine, Wisconsin, 
and Devendra Paudel from Kathmandu, Nepal, tied for 
second place and each received a $250 travel fund.

Winners were selected via a people’s choice 
voting system. Faculty and staff of the biology and 
microbiology department selected the winner and 
runner-up through the voting process. Files were 
uploaded to an online forum for voters to view and 
evaluate during polling.

Volker Brozel, department head for biology and 
microbiology, was pleased with the quality of work 
submitted and the number of submissions for the first 
year. The competition provided a way for students to 
communicate scientific work with the general public.

“Visualizing scientific processes or findings is a 
constant struggle,” Brozel said. “Part of the graduate 
students’ careers will involve speaking in a language that 
everyone can understand.” 

Graduate and undergraduate students were invited 

to participate in the inaugural competition. Rules for 
the competition stated that the subject of all pieces 
must be a biological process or structure, larger than 
8½ x 11 inches, a high-resolution file if digital, and the 
department would maintain possession of the artwork 
for one year following the competition. A 150–250 word 
abstract was also required.

Plans are underway to host the contest again 
in April 2015, with voting taking place during the 
BMGSA annual banquet. All artwork is displayed on the 
Northern Plains Biostress building’s second floor.

Myrlie wins initial biology, microbiology art competition

Artwork created by biology and microbiology students is displayed on 
the McFadden Laboratory’s second floor and illustrates a biological 
process or structure.
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IMPACTGrants

SDSU recently received a United 
States Department of Agriculture grant 
for enhancements to the precision 
agriculture program.

The grant proposal titled “Precision 
farming workforce development: 
standards, working groups and 
experimental learning curricula” will be 
implemented over the next three years.

The College of Agriculture and 
Biological Sciences and Jerome J. 
Lohr College of Engineering joined to 
invest funds to align teaching, research 
and outreach to enhance economic 
development in the region as part of the 
SDSU Precision Agriculture Initiative.

According to plant science 
professor David Clay, the nearly 
$700,000 grant aims to achieve three 
primary objectives: improving student 

success and experiences within 
precision ag curricula; providing 
precision-trained agronomists for the 
industry; and closing the yield gap 
between crop genetic potential and 
achieved yield by producers.

The grant is part of a national project 
bringing together leaders from industry, 
federal agencies and universities to 
develop experiential curricula that will 
provide students top-notch preparation 
for precision agriculture.

The aim is to develop students who 
are technologically literate, creative, 
innovative and fully trained in their 
discipline with the skills to develop 
locally based solutions that will increase 
sustainable food production. 

In addition to Clay, faculty 
members Scott Fausti, Doug Malo, 
Sharon Clay and Cheryl Reese are 
part of the project. Industries partners 
include Pioneer and John Deere, 
along with the International Society of 
Precision Agriculture and the American 
Society of Agronomy. 

USDA grant will enhance precision farming preparation

David Clay

The United States Department of 
Health and Human Services awarded 

SDSU a $1.8 
million grant 
Thursday to help 
improve health 
in six South 
Dakota counties 
with high 
obesity rates.

SDSU 
Extension is 
leading the 
effort, with help 
from researchers 
with the College 

of Education and Human Sciences and 
College of Nursing. In addition, the 
South Dakota Department of Health will 
be a key partner in implementing these 
initiatives.

The project will utilize community-
based wellness coalitions in six South 
Dakota high obesity counties—Bennett, 
Buffalo, Campbell, Corson, Union and 
Ziebach—to prevent and reduce obesity 
of children, youth and their families. 

The wellness coalitions, facilitated 
by Extension, will conduct a community 

needs assessment that will guide 
community stakeholders to select and 
implement interventions that promote 
access to fruits and vegetables, increase 
healthy behaviors such as consumption 
of healthy food and beverages and 
provide access to physical activity 
opportunities.

The Programs to Reduce Obesity in 
High-Obesity Areas awards are part of a 
U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services initiative to support public 
health efforts to reduce chronic diseases, 
promote healthier lifestyles, reduce 
health disparities and control health-
care spending. The Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention will administer 
the grants, which will run for three years, 
subject to availability of funds. 

Overall, HHS awarded $4.6 
million in new grant awards to six 
universities. The program funds land-
grant universities located in states with 
counties that have more than 40 percent 
prevalence of adult obesity. Universities 
will work through existing cooperative 
extension and outreach services in 
those counties to improve residents’ 
access to healthy foods and physical 

activity opportunities, reduce obesity, 
and prevent and control diabetes, heart 
disease and stroke.

“Research has shown us that 
environmental change needs to be 
brought about through a process of 
community dialogue, community 
decision-making and community action,” 
said Suzanne Stluka, food and family 
program director for SDSU Extension. 
“This fosters making the healthy choice 
an easy choice for individuals.”

During the first year of the program, 
Extension and the S.D. Department of 
Health will engage and support partners 
to create a wellness coalition in one 
community in each county. The coalition 
will identify local resources to implement 
community-level obesity prevention 
strategies among children and families.

In the second and third years, the 
wellness coalitions will be provided with 
a menu of evidence-based interventions. 

“Utilizing this community-based 
approach allows the wellness coalition 
and communities to have ownership over 
the activities they select, which will result 
in greater success and sustainability,” said 
Stluka. 

University awarded $1.8 million to drive down chronic disease

Suzanne Stluka
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That was set at $134 million—to exceed 
the $133,950,064 raised by Campaign 
South Dakota, which began in 2001 and 
concluded in 2006.
 According to Steve Brown, president  
and CEO of the USD Foundation, the  
generosity of donors pushed that ambitious goal to 
$135,223,415. “We’ve long described the Onward campaign  
as an expression of unapologetic pride in the university,” he said. 
“USD supporters obviously share that conviction.” 
 The most ambitious fundraising effort in the history of 
the university, Onward will create scholarships, professorships, 
educational enrichment opportunities and facilities 
improvements. The latter includes the USD Sports Performance 
Enhancement Complex—with a 6,000-seat basketball and 

volleyball arena and an outdoor track—on 
which construction has begun; expansion 
of the USD National Music Museum; and 
improvements to the Law School and the 
Warren M. Lee Center for Fine Arts.
   Tom Gallagher of Spearfish Canyon, 

S.D., who co-chairs the campaign with his wife Nancy, noted 
that 10,600 alumni and friends have declared support during 
the two-year leadership phase of the campaign. “There are  
138 whose gifts are of a magnitude that will truly transform  
the university.”
 Now, he said, the campaign shifts its emphasis from depth 
to breadth. “The success of the Onward Campaign will depend 
on the breadth of support from alumni and the community  
at large.”

USD Launches Historic Onward Campaign
University of South Dakota supporters, faculty and students celebrated the launch  

of the public phase of a $250 million fundraising campaign on Oct. 10 with news that  
Onward: The Campaign for South Dakota had achieved its leadership phase goal. 
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USD Social Work Assistant Professor  
Elected to National Board

Peter A. Kindle, Ph.D., CPA, LMSW, assistant professor 
in the Social Work Program, has been elected to the 
board of directors of the Association of Baccalaureate 
Social Work Program Directors (BPD). BPD is a 
national organization that represents the interests of 
undergraduate education and practice in social work. 
     “We are proud and pleased that Peter is being 
recognized by his peers for his leadership and willingness 
to serve on the national stage,” said Dr. Jay Memmott, 
chair of the Social Work Program at the University of 
South Dakota.

 Kindle received his Ph.D. in social work from the University of Houston. He has 
been a member of the faculty in the Social Work Program at the University of South 
Dakota since 2010.

SANFORD SCHOOL OF MEDICINE  
Receives Multi-million Dollar Gifts to  
Support Medical Student Education

Mortar Board National College 
Senior Honor Society recognized 91 
collegiate chapters for maintaining 
outstanding national standards and 
deadlines, including the University 
of South Dakota.
 Sixty-seven chapters, including 
USD, won the Silver Torch Award  
for meeting all national standards 
and deadlines. Twenty-four chapters  
earned the Gold Torch Award, 
an honor presented annually to 
the most exceptional chapters of  
Mortar Board. 
 In addition to USD, other notable 
chapters receiving 2014 Silver Torch 
Awards were Auburn University, 
Baylor University, Coe College, Drake 
University, Florida State University, 
Kansas State University, Occidental 
College, the University of Kansas and 
University of North Dakota.
 “It is an incredible honor to 
receive the Silver Torch Award as 
it shows our chapter’s dedication 
to meeting national standards 
and deadlines this past year,” said 
Rayna Pearson of Sioux Falls, S.D., 
president of USD’s Mortar Board 
chapter. “Our chapter is currently 
working on fundraisers to supply 
local elementary schools with more 
books. Academically, our members 
are college seniors who are in the 
top five percent of their class, have 
leadership positions on campus, and 
are highly involved in giving back to 
our campus and the community.”
 Mortar Board is the premier 
national honor society recognizing 
college seniors for outstanding 
achievement in scholarship, 
leadership and service.

Three distinguished former faculty members of the USD Sanford School of 
Medicine have created faculty endowments in support of medical student education.
 The first endowed chair in the history of the University of South Dakota’s 
Sanford School of Medicine has been established thanks to a $1 million gift  
from the estate of Dr. Karl Wegner. The initial recipient is Dr. Keith Hansen of 
Sioux Falls.
 A second faculty chair will be endowed as the result of the generosity of  
Dr. Charley and Elizabeth Gutch. Their $3.7 million gift will establish the Charley 
and Elizabeth Gutch Chair. The late Dr. Gutch was associate dean of the Medical 
School from 1983–88. On retirement, he was named professor emeritus of the 
medical school.
 Dr. John C. Sall committed more than $330,000 to establish the John C.  
Sall, M.D. Professorship in Medicine. This creates the first professorship in the 
history of the Sanford School of Medicine. 

USD MORTAR  
BOARD ONE OF  
NATION’S BEST
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SCHOOL OF LAW NAMED  
One of the Nation’s Best by The Princeton Review

The University of South Dakota School of Law is one of the nation’s most 
outstanding law schools, according to The Princeton Review. The education 
services company features the school in the new 2015 edition of its annual book, 
“The Best 169 Law Schools.”
 The Princeton Review’s survey asked 19,500 students at the 169 law schools 
their opinions of their school’s academics, student body and campus life as 
well as about themselves and their career plans. The student surveys analyzed 
for this edition were all completed online and conducted during the 2013–14, 
2012–13, and 2011–12 academic years.
 “It is a great honor for our school to again be recognized for its excellence in  
legal education as well as its affordability in a time of rising costs. This 
survey highlights the expertise and accessibility of our faculty and staff who 
consistently go above and beyond all reasonable expectations to serve our 
students as they provide a unique educational experience,” said Tom Geu, dean 
of the USD School of Law.
 The book’s profiles of the schools have sections reporting on their 
academics, student life, admissions information and graduates’ employment 
data. In the profile on USD Law, The Princeton Review editors said the school 
offers “practical applications for the workplace and ‘focus on the real world 
more than just understanding case law and the bar exam materials.’” Among 
the comments from a USD student: “Having gone to a New York private school 
for undergrad and paying the private New York school price, when I got my first 
bill from USD I thought maybe they had left something major off.”
 

Nearly two dozen students from the Beacom School of 
Business met with billionaire investor Warren Buffett at the 
Berkshire Hathaway Offices in Omaha, Neb., on Oct. 17. They  
also dined with Buffett at his favorite lunch site, Piccolo  
Pete’s, before touring Borsheim’s Jewelry and the Oriental 
Trading Company.
 While it’s difficult for some of the world’s shrewdest investors 
to meet with Buffett regularly, USD students have been meeting 
with Buffett almost annually as an opportunity to ask questions 
and learn from one of the world’s richest individuals. The trip 
was organized by the USD student chapter of the Financial 
Management Association. 
 “USD business students have enjoyed the opportunity to 
travel to Omaha, meet with Mr. Buffett, and tour Berkshire-
owned companies several times during the past decade,” 

said Angeline Lavin, Ph.D., C.F.A., professor of finance 
and director of USD’s M.B.A. and M.P.A. programs. “I am 
confident that the nearly 200 USD business students who  
have benefited from this opportunity would identify the two  
hour Q&A with Mr. Buffett as one of the highlights of their 
college career.”
 Other schools attending a 90-minute question and answer 
session with Buffett included Cornell University, University of 
Missouri, Washington University (St. Louis, Mo.), St. Louis 
University and the University of Nebraska-Omaha.
 “Meeting Warren Buffett was great,” said Nick Willan of 
Vermillion. “He is very down to earth, has realistic expectations, 
and is very insightful. Many students asked about financial 
success and to this he responded, ‘Diversification is a safety net 
for what you don’t know.’”

USD Business Students Meet with Warren Buffet
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COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS ANNOUNCES  
Endowed Chair, Professorship Positions

The College of Fine Arts announced recently that 
Tracelyn Gesteland, D.M.A., associate professor 
of music (voice), has been named the Walter A. 
and Lucy Yoshioka Buhler Endowed Chair, and 
David Holdhusen, Ph.D., associate professor of 
music (choral), received the Douglas and Susan Tuve 
Distinguished Professorship in Choral Music.    
 Generous gifts from Lucy Yoshioka Buhler 
and the late Walter A. Buhler and the Tuves will 
provide funding for Gesteland’s music position and  
Holdhusen’s professorship at USD. The funds will be 
used to “recognize, recruit, and retain an exceptional 
faculty person who consistently demonstrates 
exemplary scholarship and performance in the 
classroom and a dedication to the following principles: 
ethical leadership in the classroom, a commitment 
to lifelong learning, and global awareness.” Both 
donations will impact the department of music for 

generations to come, according to Larry Schou, 
D.M.A., dean of the College of Fine Arts.
 “Doug and Susan Tuve are generous benefactors to 
the College of Fine Arts,” Schou added. “They have a 
special interest in choral music. They desire to see that a 
continuously strong tradition of excellent choral music 
thrives at USD. Their gift of an endowment helps us 
to continue to achieve great things in the Department  
of Music.” 
 Gesteland was recently promoted to associate 
professor of music and granted tenure at USD. She 
teaches voice, diction and opera. She also performs 
in operas, presents solo recitals and directs opera 
performances within the region.  
 Holdhusen serves as the interim chair of the 
Department of Music and is the director of choral 
activities at the university. He directs the USD Chamber 
Singers, teaches choral literature and conducts classes.

This document is available in alternative formats upon request. For assistance, call Disability Services at USD at 605-677-6389 or email disabilityservices@usd.edu.

Student Researcher Studies Declining 
Bird Species the Common Nighthawk
When you study the habits 
of nocturnal birds that nest 
on gravel patches during a 
few months each summer, 
you head to where they 
often make their temporary 
home—the flat rooftops of 
institutional buildings. That’s 
just where biology graduate 

student Gretchen Newberry went this summer when she set out 
to research the common nighthawk. 
 In Vermillion, that often meant Newberry spent much of her 
time surveying the roofs around campus to find the medium-
sized, mottled gray-and-white bird. “The majority of nighthawks 
in this town are on our campus,” said Newberry, a native of 
Minneapolis, Minn. “They like flat, gravel rooftops so I scouted 
out buildings where I had seen them fly at dusk.”
 With permission from the university Newberry documented 
12 nests and recorded temperature and other weather variables. 

She said this data will lead to a better understanding of the 
behavior of the common nighthawk and the effect of climate 
change on the species’ numbers. Newberry, who works in the lab 
of biology professor David Swanson, also documented nests and 
adult birds found in area grasslands and in other urban sites such 
as Yankton and Elk Point.
 The common nighthawk is one of the most frequently seen 
of the nightjar family of birds, but their nearly nocturnal habits 
and the ability to camouflage themselves make them difficult to 
count in popular bird surveys.  According to the North American 
Breeding Bird Survey, populations have declined 59 percent from 
1966 to 2010.
 Newberry is beginning the third year of her five-year 
dissertation research project on the common nighthawk. The 
project will encompass a variety of data collection methods in 
both rural grassland and urban areas. 
 “A lot needs to be known about these birds,” Newberry said. 
“I’m trying to build a framework for people who want to study 
nighthawks.”

MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS & UNIVERSITY RELATIONS
414 East Clark Street | Vermillion, SD 57069-2390 | www.usd.edu

Tracelyn Gesteland

David Holdhusen
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Informational Items 

South Dakota Board of Regents Meeting 

South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City SD 

December 2-4, 2014 
 

 

Students of the Month for September 

were Michael Wingen of Vermillion and 
Caden Chavez of Aberdeen.   

 
In October, 
Vincent Stuwe of 
Hoven was 
selected for 
Student of the 
Month. 
 

Gypsy Day Float:  Student Council 
members designed and built a float for 
NSU’s Gypsy Day parade.  The float 
depicted the theme “Hollywood Hills”. 

 
SDSBVI royalty was Queen Kendra 
Terkildsen, White Lake and King 
Michael McMillen, Yankton.  Larissa 
Enget from Williston, ND was selected 
to be the Princess and Blaine Jemming 
of Woonsocket reigned as Prince.  
Although it was a cool fall day, the 
students enjoyed participating in the 
parade. 
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Student Council has had a busy fall 
with Homecoming Week activities and 
two fundraisers.  They sold pumpkins 
and are now raffling off a quarter beef.  
Both the pumpkins and the beef were 
donated by Marcus Van Dam’s family.  

 
In addition, Student Council members 
travelled to Sioux Falls to participate in 
the White Cane March to remind drivers 
of the white cane law and safe driving.  
While in Sioux Falls they toured the 
South Dakota Rehabilitation Center for 
the Blind to learn more about their 
training programs.  In preparation for the 
holidays, they purchased two Christmas 
Child boxes and will be ringing bells for 
the Salvation Army. 
 
 
Faculty and Staff Training:  To meet 
our goal of expanding the knowledge 
and skills of our staff, faculty, 
instructional assistants, and residential 
staff attended various training 
opportunities.  Included were:  Back to 
Basics IEP Workshop, Library 
Conference (Pat Geditz and Marva 
Gellhaus presented), Transition 
Conference, Intervener Training, and 
workshop on Active Learning, South 
Dakota Developing Universally 
Designed Lessons” Workshop, 
Orientation & Mobility conference, 
National Science Conference, Behavior 
Assessment Workshop, and Classroom 
Behavorial Management Workshop for 
Para-Professionals.

Halloween Costume Contest brought 
out the best (or worst) in both students 
and staff.  Students and staff received 
prizes with “Best Group” going to the 
pirates:  
Jordan 
Houseman, 
Shane 
Hoffman, 
and Laurel 
McNickle.  

    
The student winners included Hailey 
Heintzman (fairy), Marcus Van Dam 
(Green Day Band member) and Quinn 
Ossanna (minion). 

 
The winning staff members were Lori 
Gellhaus (cat lady), Ardell Feidler 
(cheerleader) and Pat Geditz (grim 
reaper).  After the costumes were 
judged, students read essays they wrote 
for our Red Ribbon Week with the 
theme “Love Yourself – Be Drug Free”.
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Veteran’s Day was observed at 
SDSBVI with students participating in 
the Quilts of Valor ceremony.  Students 
sang and read poems as a part of the 
program.  The Quilts of Valor provide 
quilts to selected veterans.  The project 

was 
spearheaded 
by Jayne 
Reuer and 
featured the 
work of 
several area 
quilters.  

Guest 
speaker was 
Justin 
Scepaniak 
(U.S. 
Marines, U.S. 
Army 
Reserves). 
 
Recipients of the quilts were: 

   
TJ Anderson (U.S. Army, U.S. Army 
Reserves) quilt accepted by parents, 
Jack Heyd (U.S. Army), Vern Rexinger 
(U.S. Army) quilt accepted by Jayne 

   
Dave Scepaniak (U.S. Army), John 
Fletcher Quinn (U.S. Navy, U.S. Army 
Reserve), and Chad Vetter (U.S. Army 
Reserve) 

State Special Olympics Bowling 
Tournament was held in Aberdeen 
November 7-9. 

  
Students who participated included:  
Lydia Enget – 3rd Place, Hailey 
Heintzman – 4th Place, Jada Madsen – 

1st Place, Shane 
Hoffman – 5th 
Place, Michael 
McMillen – 6th 
Place, Quinn 
Ossanna – 3rd 
Place, and Blaine 
Jemming – 2nd 
Place. 

 
 
Holiday preparations will include 
Christmas Sharing on December 8th, 
which is designed for students to create 
gifts for the Aberdeen Lions and NSU 
Lions, as well as participate in 
numerous other activities in the 
community.   
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South Dakota School for the Deaf Outreach Consultants, Kerry Ruth and Nina 
Ringstmeyer, hosted the sixth Cochlear Implant Outreach Clinic in Rapid City on 
October 15, 16, and 17.  Through a collaborative effort with Rapid City Area 
Schools and the University of South Dakota Scottish Rite Speech and Hearing 
Clinic, SDSD was once again able to offer an opportunity for families living west-
river to have their child’s cochlear implant services (including programming, 
mapping and evaluation of auditory development) provided closer to home.  In 
addition to providing cochlear implant services, the USD team was also able to 
provide audiology evaluations for the South Dakota School for the Deaf’s  
multidisciplinary evaluations.  This was the first time this service has been 
offered through this collaborative effort.  
 
The USD team utilized the Rapid City School District’s sound booth in the  
Jefferson Building for cochlear implant mapping and audiology  
evaluations.  Dr. Jessica J. Messersmith saw 17 clients which  
included audiology services, cochlear implant consultations and  
mapping, and BAHA programing.  Dr. Elizabeth Hanson saw  
several of these students as well, focusing on augmentative  
communication.  Three students from the University of South  
Dakota, were also on hand to assist with the evaluations as a part of their  
doctoral audiology program. 
 
This is a great opportunity for families, who would otherwise have to travel a 
minimum of 12 hours for these services.  The next cochlear implant outreach 
clinic is scheduled for spring of 2015. 

Cochlear Implant Mapping with the University of South Dakota  
 Submitted by Nina Ringstmeyer 
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SDSD Transition Day!  
 Submitted by Naomi Mangan 

     We had 4 families attend this event and topics 
included Teresa Nold from Parent Connection 
shared information about MyFile and how to use it 
throughout the day's presentations. Transition Ser-
vices Liason Project- by Bev Peterson discussed their 
programs including Catch the Wave-which is a one-
day workshop for high school students prepare for 2 
or 4 year post-secondary education and the Youth 
Leadership Forum is a leadership camp for students 
with disabilities.  
     SDSU Disability Coordinator presented on the 
role of Disability Coordinators, types of modifica-
tions/accommodations provided, and items needed 
to qualify for services. 
     Rhonda Erickson discussed Security Supplemental 
Income (SSI), Social Security Disability Insurance 
(SSDI), Medicaid for Workers with Disabilities 
(MAWD), Plan to Achieve Self Support (PASS), and 

contact information for assistance with applying and 
understanding the requirements once approved.  
 Kale Smith shared his experiences with  

transition and going to college.  
 Katie Gran shared Vocational Rehabilitation's 

role in a student's transition plan and  
information about Project Skills.  

 Vicki Kerkvliet discussed services Independent 
Living Choices provide-including their Summer 
Transition Camp. Students learn how to cook, 
budget, and prepare to live on their own. 

 DakotaLink discussed their role in student's post
-secondary needs for independent living and 
assistive devices they offer. They also provided 
the insulated coffee mugs for door prizes! 

     This was a collaboration between Pepnet2, SDSD, 
Parent Connection, CSD, South Dakota Dept. of  
Human Services, DakotaLink, SDSU, TSLP, and ILC.  
It was a very informative day! 
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Bowling with the Boys in Rapid City 
 Submitted by Kerry Ruth 

The South Dakota School for the Deaf Outreach Consultants, Kerry Ruth and Nina Ringstmeyer, 
hosted a “Bowling with the Boys” event on Saturday, October 18, 2014.  The afternoon of 
bowling was held in Rapid City at Meadowood Lanes.  There were a total of 15 bowlers along 
with their families!  A HUGE thank you to Meadowood Lanes for waiving the shoe rental fee 
and the SDSD Foundation for providing pizza, drinks, and an afternoon of fun! 
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SDSD Teens in Action 
 Submitted by Naomi Mangan 

Deaf and Hard of Hearing Teens in Action met on October 25th. They explored what it means 
to fail and how to fail the right way. Augustana Deaf Education students provided the lessons 
and activity plans. One fun activity included licking the frosting of an Oreo cookie and sticking 
it to their foreheads. The goal was to make the stuck Oreo cookie somehow land inside one’s 
mouth without falling! Unfortunately, no pictures were taken of that activity! Seven students  
participated, including a new attendee. The next event will be held on November 22, 2014.  

Corundum Trust Company Donation 
 Submitted by Kim Wadsworth 

SDSD Foundation has received a generous 
donation from Corundum Trust Company, a 
Division of Central Bancorp.  Jim Riswold, 
Chief Operating Officer of the company, 
presented Director of Outreach, Kim 
Wadsworth, a check for $1000 to go  

toward supporting educational and social  
activities for deaf and hard of hearing students 
in our state.   
Jim Riswold has recently joined our SDSD team 
as a Foundation Board member. 
Thank you Corundum Trust Company! 
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In-service Update 

SDSD Outreach Consultant In-Services 

  

Eileen Anderson ..................... 19 

Julie Delfs ..................................8 

Carol Johnson ........................ 19 

Sarah Lingle ........................... 17 

Julie Luke…………………………...10  

Naomi Mangan .........................7 

Nina Ringstmeyer .................. 14 

Kerry Ruth .............................. 26 

Jodi Schnider ............................6 

Laura Scholten ....................... 17 

Kami Van Sickle ..................... 17 

Total ...................................... 160 

www.sdsd.sdbor.edu 

In-services and guest lectures are provided by members of the SDSD Outreach team as 

an extension of support for children and students with hearing loss. These in-services 

may relate to hearing loss and its educational impact, technical assistance and orienta-

tion with hearing aids, cochlear implants, FM systems, sound field systems, and/or  

interpreters, or educational strategies and materials that may benefit SDSD clients. 

 

Audiology Department News 
 Submitted by Greg King 

The following report details audiologi-

cal services provided to South Dakota 

children from July, 2014 through June 

2015 on SDSD’s campus or via the 

mobile lab. 

  

Total Screened:         5351 

Total Evaluated:         242 

*SNHL Found:            25 

*CHL Found:          202 

Mobile Sites:            42 

 

SNHL— sensorineural hearing loss 

CHL— conductive hearing loss 

 

www.sdsd.sdbor.edu/audiology.htm 
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